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ABSTRACT

In atmospheric science, the notion of what is considered a “large dataset”

has changed. As computing and data storage resources have become more

affordable with time, researchers dealing with terabytes (1012 bytes) of data have

become more commonplace, centralized stores of atmospheric data now contain

petabytes (1015 bytes) of archived observations and model output; and exabytes

(1018 bytes) are now referred to as the next “grand challenge”. As these datasets

continue to grow, analysis methods will need to continue to evolve with them so

that pulling meaning from these datasets can be done so in a timely fashion that

does not impede scientific progress and operational effectiveness. To do so,

technologies must be better harnessed that have the potential to accelerate the way

datasets are accessed and processed.

In this dissertation, practical methods are presented by which an analysis

may be executed in parallel using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Python.

These methods first consider the inherent spatial dependencies of a particular data

analysis process. By identifying these dependencies, horizontal or vertical

distribution of the dataset across processes can be carried out with minimal process

intercommunication. In addition, an analysis method is classified as either

data-transfer-limited or computationally-limited. In data-transfer-limited problems,

data transfer time outweighs processing time. In computationally-limited problems,

processing time outweighs data transfer time.

The results show that by increasing processor count, the execution time of

computationally-limited problems shows improvement. For data-transfer-limited

problems, increasing node count offers the greatest improvement. To further

improve the performance of computationally-limited problems, a Graphics
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Processing Unit (GPU) and the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)

framework are used. It is shown that this GPU implementation offers further

improvement over the MPI version of the analysis methods tested.

To further showcase the usefulness of these methods, research utilizing

model output from a fine-scale Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model

runs configured as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is performed. The model output

simulates the homogeneous convective boundary layer at a grid spacing of 12.5 m in

both the horizontal and vertical over a domain of 9 km x 9 km x 4 km. This fine

mesh resolution results in a total dataset output size just over 4 TB for the 4-hour

simulated time period from 11:00 to 15:00 local time. The goal of this research is to

investigate the diurnal cycle influence on the interscale character of boundary layer

moisture fluxes first noted by Jonker et al. (1999) and the role of the

diurnally-evolving entrainment zone on these fluxes. These models are driven by

prescribed homogeneous surface flux forcing which is varied over time in a sinusoidal

manner to reproduce the change during the day, and with this dataset, a significant

portion of the smallest eddies in the entrainment zone can be resolved providing

insight into the entrainment processes occurring in response to this forcing.

Through entrainment flux quadrant analysis it will be shown how the

entrainment zone of the diurnally-forced convective boundary layer transitions to

one influenced more heavily by downward (negative) vertical motions in line with

the “scouring” entrainment process noted by Sullivan et al. (1998) under more

stable capping inversions. Additionally, through scale-dependency and 2-D

multi-resolution spectral analysis techniques, these downward motions will be shown

to grow in scale over time and play a role in increasing the scale of the variance of

boundary layer moisture through the entrainment of drier free-atmosphere air.
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CHAPTER 1

APPLYING PARALLEL COMPUTING TECHNIQUES TO ANALYZE

TERABYTE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

OUTPUTS

1.1 Introduction

High Performance Computing (HPC) provides scientists with the

computational resources to work with large datasets gathered from the field, in the

lab, and particularly through complex simulations. These resources are composed of

an abundance of processing, storage, and volatile memory components (e.g. RAM)

that surpass those available within a single laptop or desktop.

Originally, the resources to conduct HPC were monolithic systems where

all of these elements were organized into one physical machine. More recently, HPC

resources have been redesigned to be distributed systems known as clusters (Foster

1995). Clusters consist of smaller, individual machines known as nodes that contain

localized processing, memory, and storage. These individual machines then

communicate with one another via a network comprised of gigabit ethernet,

InfiniBand, or other alternatives allowing for the ability to pool the distributed

resources into one HPC system (Grama et al. 2003).

When HPC shifted from monolithic to distributed systems, all available

memory was no longer directly accessible from all processing elements and new

programming methods were needed. Rather, it was distributed across the individual

memory banks within nodes and only accessible to the processing elements within

the node. To address this, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) was created (Gropp

et al. 1999a). MPI standardizes communication routines that allow the exchange of

information between nodes when needed. This addresses the problem of data access
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between nodes, but has made programming more complex. Users were now

responsible for explicitly managing their own data between nodes to ensure their

operations would not fail or provide incorrect results, creating a need for additional

specialized programming training.

For many atmospheric science programs, advanced programming skills

such as parallel programming are not standard in the curriculum (Horel et al. 2013),

leaving new atmospheric scientists oftentimes unaware of or unfamiliar with the

knowledge necessary to perform parallel computations. This also means they are

likely unaware of the potential benefits to be gained by analyzing large datasets in

parallel. Many of the most well-established and widely-used software written for

data analysis in the atmospheric sciences (e.g. the NCAR Command Language

(NCL), the Gridded Analysis and Display System (GrADS), the Interactive Data

Language (IDL), etc.) are oftentimes used only serially and limited by the memory

available in a single physical machine. This oftentimes means that data analysis

programs can become time consuming to run when encountering large datasets. In

addition – based on experiences with the datasets used in this study – when the

dataset to be analyzed exceeds local memory capacity, out-of-memory errors will

halt computations and require programmer intervention to satisfy the limited

resources. One option for scientists who are limited to using single processor

applications is to resort to using less efficient strategies such as sequential analysis

of smaller chunks of the dataset to stay within limited resources. Inefficient methods

such as these reduce productivity as time is wasted due to the communication and

overhead costs incurred with repeated data access requests. In addition, methods

such as this highlight ineffective use of available resources and a need for better

ways of utilizing HPC resources.

The atmospheric sciences already benefit from utilizing parallel processing

2
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techniques in numerical weather prediction (Skamarock et al. 2008), data

assimilation (Barker et al. 2004), and climate modeling (Collins et al. 2004), so

utilizing the resources used for these parallel calculations for analysis of the results

generated offers the ability to increase productivity. All modern atmospheric models

are built using parallel libraries so that they can be run in parallel environments

using HPC resources for 64-bit processing of complex models over large

fine-resolution domains. As the resolutions in these models are pushed to be finer

and finer, output sizes have shown a rapid increase. This is particularly true in the

field of boundary layer meteorology where Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is heavily

used and higher resolutions translate directly into better-detailed representations of

turbulent flows. Due to the finer grid scales used, model outputs dramatically

increase in size even over small domains. Table 1.1 shows the output sizes for five

similar experiments simulating 4 hours of the atmospheric boundary layer with

homogeneous turbulence over various grid spacings and an air volume of 9 km x 9

km x 4 km using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric model

(Skamarock et al. 2008) configured as LES. As the grid resolution increases, the

model output size nearly exponentially increases as well. This means that

single-processor analysis of datasets similar to these or larger will soon be far too

time consuming to be adequate for obtaining rapid results, especially in scientific

pursuits where fast prototyping and analysis allows for greater amounts of time to

fine tune the simulated results. Parallelization has been shown to offer speedups for

data-intensive problems as well as allowing problem sizes to scale with available

resources. Atmospheric models are already designed to scale with both problem size

and available resources while also decreasing runtimes using parallelization.

Therefore, utilizing parallel methods for analysis of the model output data as well

should yield better performance.

3
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This study shows practical examples relevant to scientists dealing with

gridded model output data such as that from an atmospheric boundary layer model.

The two examples chosen reflect common calculations in boundary layer

meteorology that are performed routinely for characterization of the turbulent flow

simulated by LES: determination of boundary layer height at each horizontal

gridpoint – which requires both a common gradient calculation and a searching

algorithm over an entire volume of potential temperature output – and calculation

of the variance of vertical velocity – which requires multiple statistical calculations

across an entire volume of vertical velocity output. When presented with very large

datasets on the order of terabytes, each of these problems slows considerably, but

for differing reasons discussed in the results sections. It will be shown that for these

two examples – and other applications similar to these – the utilization of parallel

computing can allow users to analyze high spatial and temporal resolution datasets

faster than with serial processing while maintaining the flexibility of a high-level

scripting language such as Python, which is targeted due to the recent and

continued growth of Python as a major tool used in the atmospheric sciences for

data analysis (Lin 2012). The MPI methods presented herein offer the user the

ability to grow a problem beyond the memory limitations of a single physical

machine, allowing the problem to grow in conjunction with the resources available.

In addition, by taking advantage of recent developments with respect to General

Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) programming, it will be demonstrated

that the performance of problems which are computationally limited but have a

high degree of potential parallelism can be aided through the utilization of the

computing resources of a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) architecture using

NVidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA).

4
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Table 1.1. Grid dimensions, grid spacing, and total output size for each of the runs
available for the preliminary results presented. Each run name references the hori-
zontal grid spacing. The size in gigabytes is the total for all wrfout files in netCDF
format for the 4 hours simulated by each model run as reported by the UNIX du

command.

Grid Spacing (m) Grid Dimensions
Run Name ∆x × ∆y × ∆z Nx × Ny × Nz Size (GB)

DX012 12.5 × 12.5 × 12.5 720 × 720 × 320 2500
DX025 25.0 × 25.0 × 25.0 360 × 360 × 160 319
DX050 50.0 × 50.0 × 50.0 180 × 180 × 180 41
DX025 100.0 × 100.0 × 100.0 90 × 90 × 40 5
DX025 150.0 × 150.0 × 150.0 60 × 60 × 27 2
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1.2 Message Passing Interface (MPI)

1.2.1 MPI Standard

MPI is a standard created to facilitate the transport of data between the

distributed processing elements and memory spaces involved in the execution of a

program across discrete physical machines (Gropp et al. 1999a). Various

implementations of the standard exist (e.g. MPICH, IBM MPI, etc.), so, for clarity,

when we use the term MPI, we are referring to the general MPI standard on which

each implementation is based.

MPI allows a program to expand from a conventional serial program that

is executed by a single process within a single memory space to one executed by

multiple processes distributed across many processors and multiple independent

memory spaces. In more practical terms this means that, if one has multiple

physical machines – each with their own processors and memory connected together

via an interconnect (e.g. a gigabit ethernet network) – MPI allows a program to

utilize the resources of all of those machines at once by facilitating the

communication between them across the interconnect (Gropp et al. 1999a).

MPI specifies methods by which data should be sent, received,

concurrently distributed, and concurrently collected. In addition, it also offers

implementations of functionality with respect to the flow of control within a

program to allow developers to define which portions of a program should be run in

parallel and which should not. Each implementation can implement this

functionality slightly differently, but the basic process of communicating is the same

from the user’s perspective.
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1.2.2 MPI4PY

MPI4PY is a Python package that extends the ability to use MPI for

parallel intercommunication to a program written in Python (Dalćın, L. (cited

2017), Dalćın et al. (2005), Dalćın et al. (2008)). It creates a Python interface for

much of the MPI standard functionality by wrapping the system MPI

implementation and allowing it to be called from a standard Python script by

importing the MPI4PY Python module (Dalćın, L. cited 2017). Python scripts can

then be run in parallel by using the mpirun command and providing python

scriptName.py as the executable. Execution proceeds like a compiled parallel

program except with the added flexibility, extensibility, and quick prototyping that

Python allows (Dalćın et al. 2005).

Wrapping MPI to be used within a Python environment offers many

benefits. Many Python libraries such as NumPy and SciPy are used quite often for

the analysis of scientific data. Using these common modules in a parallel

environment simplifies the transition of existing serial analysis programs written in

Python and avoids the need to rewrite entire libraries into a compiled language to

analyze scientific data. Additionally, since Python code runs via an interpreter, no

recompilation of analysis code is necessary when moved from one system to the next

as long as the proper libraries are available, allowing for increased portability.

MPI4PY can be easily obtained online via the project website

http://pythonhosted.org/mpi4py and installed just like any other Python module.

The installation requires a previously installed and functioning implementation of

MPI. Once the module is installed, one simply imports the MPI functionality by

using import mpi4py.MPI as MPI. Since the module assumes that one wishes to

run the code that follows in parallel, MPI INIT() is called at import time so that the

MPI communicator can be initialized based on the number of processes requested at
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runtime with textttmpirun -np numprocs, where numprocs is the number of parallel

processes to create. After the communicator is initialized, basic information about

the communicator and the processes involved can be probed from the

Python-wrapped MPI functions just like a standard compiled-language MPI

program.

1.3 Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) and PyCUDA

1.3.1 CUDA

CUDA is a software and hardware framework by which the capabilities of

modern graphics processing units (GPU) manufactured by the NVidia Corporation

can be used for general purpose computing (Sanders and Kandrot 2010). GPU

computing is a rapidly growing sector of HPC due to its reduced cost of entry

(multiple GPUs can cost thousands less than a full cluster of servers), reduced cost

to maintain (a graphics card can easily be installed as a quick upgrade or

replacement), and density (multiple GPUs can reside in a single rack-mounted

server). CUDA creates a simplified interface that allows scientific programmers

without specialized knowledge of graphics processing to interact with the resources

available on modern graphics cards. Previously, one needed knowledge of shaders

and texture memory to try and fit one’s problem into the constraints of tools

designed for graphics and not general purpose processing of data (Sanders and

Kandrot 2010). Now, with CUDA, scientific programmers can operate on data using

familiar scientific programming techniques such as array-based operations, reducing

the need to fully reprogram existing codebases.

The architecture of a GPU is designed to handle the many small but

repetitive calculations needed for graphics processing that are rooted in linear

algebra (e.g. vector addition, vector multiplication). As graphics processing
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techniques became more complex and resolutions increased over time, the

computational capabilities of GPUs were increased (Sanders and Kandrot 2010).

Rather than using one powerful single thread of execution, modern GPUs are

composed of specialized processors with many processing cores and many threads of

execution per core. This architecture is sometimes referred to as a many-core or

massively-threaded architecture. With this design, the operations required for a

computation can be distributed among many threads of execution that can operate

on various different portions of a dataset simultaneously.

Since GPU-based computing is fundamentally based on vector operations,

this offers potential benefits to scientists and engineers who routinely work with

gridded or array-based data. These domains routinely complete repetitive

calculations where the input data is the only part that differs from one operation to

the next. This single-program multiple-data (SPMD) strategy is exactly the type of

application at which the GPU excels. The GPU offers further benefits by placing all

of the processing in close physical proximity to the GPU memory. This reduces

communication overhead of MPI methods where processing is physically spread over

multiple independent machines and slower interconnects must be utilized to transfer

data between nodes.

A variety of data analysis problems extending from medical and biological

computations to full physics simulations have benefited from acceleration of

vectorized operations via GPUs (Sanders and Kandrot 2010). Applications specific

to atmospheric science have also shown promise as well. In 2012 (Sckalkwijk et al.

2012) and 2015 (Sckalkwijk et al. 2015), a team in the Netherlands showed that a

simplified LES simulation could be made to run completely on a GPU, allowing it

to be interacted with, modified, and rerun in real-time to view the modifications

impact. In 2013, Mielikainen et al. (2013) successfully sped up cloud microphysical
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process algorithms – a particularly complex and slow-executing portion of weather

forecasting models – by porting them over to the GPU. However, to date, very little

attention has been paid to the analysis of weather model output using GPU

techniques. Therefore, this paper includes an example of GPU analysis of large

model output in comparison to a more traditional parallelization using MPI to

highlight the further advances in speed that may be achieved using the GPU.

GPU methods can have limited performance gains when working with

large datasets due to the hardware architecture of the platform. GPUs utilize a

bank of memory independent from that of the main system memory, and before

processing can begin, the necessary datasets must be transferred from system

memory to the GPU memory. If the dataset required is too large to fit within this

memory, parallelization can still occur, but hybrid parallelization methods must be

used. These hybrid methods can include spreading work across multiple GPUs

within a single node, spreading work across multiple GPUs across multiple nodes, or

utilizing both GPU and CPU computing simultaneously. Each of these hybrid

methods include extra communication to handle these scenarios, and performance

gains can diminish due to the added overhead needed to coordinate resources.

However, for the calculation considered in this study, these limits are not a factor as

the problem studied is within the memory limitations of the GPU used.

1.3.2 PyCUDA

Much like MPI4PY wraps the C libraries that make up the MPI

implementation installed on an HPC system, PyCUDA wraps the CUDA libraries

that are installed and makes them accessible from a Python program to gain the

flexibility of using Python to do rapid prototyping and development (Kloeckner A.

cited 2017). While this means that all parts not run on the GPU can be handled via
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standard Python functions and numerical tools like Numpy that offer array

functionality, the CUDA kernel – that is, the actual computational code to be

executed on the GPU itself – is still required to be written in C and is compiled on

the fly as the Python script is executed. Also like MPI4PY, PyCUDA can be

obtained for free via the internet and installed on any system in which a CUDA

capable GPU and the CUDA development libraries are previously installed.

1.4 Results

1.4.1 Hardware

The results to be presented measure the performance of using different

combinations of processors and nodes on the Hrothgar supercomputer at Texas Tech

University (Fig. 1.4.1). Hrothgar is a Linux-based cluster maintained as an

on-campus shared resource for usage by all Texas Tech University faculty and

students. Hrothgar was installed in 2010 and is composed of 640 compute nodes.

Each node contains dual Intel Xeon Westmere 2.8 GHz hex-core processors and 24

GB of RAM. A centralized Lustre parallel file system provides 1 petabyte of online

persistent shared hard disk storage running on a DataDirect Network storage

system. Each compute node and the storage system are attached to a

double-date-rate InfiniBand network used for both parallel job execution and data

transport. Inter-node communication via the Infiniband fabric has a peak

theoretical throughput of 20 Gbps, though communication with the centralized

storage and within the core fabric of the network runs at a peak theoretical

throughput of 40 Gbps. Jobs are distributed among all nodes using the Sun Grid

Engine batch queuing system.

In addition to the compute nodes, two specialized GPU nodes are also

utilized in this study. Each node has dual NVidia Tesla M2090 GPUs containing
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512 CUDA cores operating at 1.3 GHz and 6GB of onboard memory each. These

GPUs are connected via PCI Express to the main system that has dual Intel Xeon

E5-2660 Sandy-Bridge 2.2 GHz octa-core processors and 64 GB of RAM. Each node

is also connected to the same centralized Lustre file system used by the Hrothgar

compute nodes, however all communication beyond the internals of a GPU node is

achieved via standard gigabit Ethernet as these nodes are not connected to the

Infiniband network.
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Figure 1.4.1. Simplified diagram of Texas Tech University’s “Hrothgar” Linux-based
supercomputing cluster showing 4 of the 640 12-core parallel computer nodes, the
centralized disk storage based on the Lustre parallel filesystem, and a high-speed
InfiniBand interconnect
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1.4.2 Performance Measurement Method

Program execution performance can be measured in a variety of ways. In a

serial program, one can choose to look at processor utilization, memory utilization,

overall execution time, and/or evaluating individual function timings, just to name

a few. These are easy to measure with conventional tools and software profilers

where the stream of execution is confined to a single physical machine and physical

memory space. However, many of these tools are not applicable for parallel

execution due to the inclusion of multiple independent memory spaces and multiple

physical machines for which these tools were not designed. Additionally, in the

atmospheric sciences, these tools may not be readily available and provide an

unnecessary level of detail when execution time is the target to be minimized, as in

this study.

Beyond these challenges with respect to measurement tools, additional

challenges exist due to the nature of the TTU Hrothgar system. Hrothgar is a

production system that is shared by many users at one time – each with different

processing and data transport needs – and the shared interconnect and centralized

storage can create a resource bottleneck that slows transport between nodes and the

central storage system. This issue means that measurements of wall-clock runtime

often vary quite considerably from one run to the next as unrelated jobs interfere

with one another. Unfortunately, this situation is only fully resolved by establishing

a completely isolated computing system where the processes for this study are the

only ones utilizing available resources. Since complete isolation is currently

unfeasible, the best that can be done in terms of a resolution for this study is

attempting to mitigate this impact as much as possible.

To mitigate both of these main issues, an ensemble-averaged wall-clock

time is used to measure performance using the UNIX time command. This method
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was chosen for two main reasons.

First, wall clock time is easy to measure using the standard UNIX time

command and is easily reproducible. The time command is issued at the same

moment the command to run a program is issued and ends at the precise moment

the program completes and exits. For a parallel program, this means that until the

final process completes and the MPI communicator is stopped, the clock continues

to log the run time. time reports three different times by default: real, user, and

sys. Real indicates the wall clock time, while user and sys indicate processor time

for both user and system calls, respectively. Usually, execution time is measured by

adding the user and sys times as this represents actual time the program is being

executed by the CPU. However, since we are interested in the parallel execution

time, this processor time is not useful as time is not designed for parallel usage and

does not measure time on processors not within the specific system the command is

issued on. In addition, as soon as multiple processors are used within a single node,

time reports the sum of user and sys times across each processing core involved,

inflating the numbers. Therefore, real is used to measure the length of time

between the start of a parallel program and the point at which the last thread of

execution is complete. By using this method, the programs execution time is

recorded from program start to end.

Second, due to the production nature of the Hrothgar cluster, an ensemble

average of the wall-clock times reported by time is used as an objective measure of

relative performance increases provided by parallelization. An ensemble average

means that the program that is being measured is run multiple times with the same

configuration to gather an ensemble of execution times before all of the times

collected are averaged. This is necessary due to variability in system usage caused

by the execution of programs by other users of the Hrothgar system and not directly
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related to our algorithms. This averaging acts as a low-pass filter, reducing the

high-frequency differences between successive runs of the program caused by

changes in system load. It is important to note that this approach depends upon

gathering a large enough sample of timings over which the final ensemble average

converges to a final solution, and this value would be dependent upon the particular

system used due to differences in interconnects, system organization, and user

demands. To determine the adequate sample size, wall-clock time samples were

collected and the ensemble average was calculated for each subset of times collected.

Once the ensemble average appeared to show little variation with the addition of

further samples, the average was considered to have converged to the value

characteristic for that program on our computing system. Fig. 1.4.2 shows this

process with 200 runs of an algorithm, and it can be seen that after about 100

samples, the ensemble average exhibits little variation and the average is considered

to have converged. This process was repeated with multiple different analysis

algorithms, and 100 samples was found to be the point at which all ensemble

averages had converged. Therefore, 100 samples were used for the calculation of

each average reported in the remainder of this section.

It should be noted that while the ensemble average helps to mitigate the

effect of high frequency variations in runtime, variations in load still affect the final

ensemble averaged value. Exact load data for the Hrothgar supercomputer during

the runtime tests was not recorded, but attempts were made to minimize large

changes in load by running analyses during off-peak usage hours such as late at

night and during weekends when loads across the entire cluster were more steady.

However, since it cannot be assumed that the background loads are exactly similar

from one configuration test to the next, readers should consider the ensemble mean

timings presented in the results only as relative measures that highlight the overall
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trends that appear due to parallel configuration changes that are explained for each

example case. To gain further insight into how timings in each of the cases explored

here are affected by the configurations used, timings based on the difference between

start and end timestamps for the set of subroutines responsible for data access and

computation are presented for both the initial serial run and best performing

MPI-parallelized run case.
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Figure 1.4.2. This figure illustrates the ensemble averaging process used to determine
the performance timings. The x-axis represents the number of iterations averaged.
The y-axis represents the average time in seconds for a particular number of itera-
tions. The thin black line shows the value of the average upon using the number of
measurements shown on the x-axis. The thick black line shows the final ensemble
average of all 200 iterations. After approximately 100 repetitions, additional iter-
ations merely fluctuate about the eventual average, indicating that 100 repetitions
offer enough information to best represent the execution time of a program without
the fluctuations caused by system noise.
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1.4.3 Computationally Limited Case: Heights of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer

One of the most important length scales in boundary layer meteorology is

the height of the boundary layer, usually designated by the symbol zi. This length

is important as it is used throughout similarity theory, which allows one boundary

layer to be related to another via normalization of values (Stull 1988). One of these

normalized values is the normalized height, where z is the measured vertical height

and z/zi is the normalized height (Stull 1988). Normalized height is 0 at the surface

and 1 at the top of the boundary layer.

The value for zi can be calculated using a number of different methods.

The traditional method requires finding the minimum value in a mean vertical heat

flux profile, however this method offers no detail on how the boundary layer varies

in the horizontal in response to regions of convective motions. To recapture these

variations, a method devised by Sullivan et al. (1998) locates the height of the

maximum vertical gradient of potential temperature – due to the large change in

potential temperature from within the boundary layer to the free atmosphere – and

assigns it as the boundary layer height at a particular location. This method allows

zi to be determined at each horizontal location, or, in the case of model output, at

each horizontal gridpoint. Since heterogeneous boundary layers tend to have various

regions where zi is higher and lower than a simple mean would portray, this method

is particularly useful. Therefore, we adopt the Sullivan method as our definition for

zi in this study.

The calculation of zi requires a maximization process and a searching

algorithm. In this case, the potential temperature field is loaded into memory and

gradients are calculated using a centered differencing method across 3 neighboring

vertical gridpoints. The value of the gradient is assigned to the gridpoint in the

center. Cases at the top and vertical boundaries are not considered as zi for the
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CBL should not be located at the surface or at the model top. Once the gradients

have been calculated, each vertical column is searched for the maximum gradient,

and the height of the gridpoint where that maximum is located is reported as zi.

As domain size increases, this task slows considerably with single processor

methods due to the number of horizontal gridpoints over which the gradient

calculation and subsequent search must be carried out. However, since each search

only requires a vertical profile, there is no horizontal dependency, allowing

parallelization to occur by decomposing the data into chunks along the horizontal

and carrying out the zi search processes on each processing element over these

smaller sub-domains. An illustration of this process can be seen in Fig. 1.4.3.

Smaller subdomains are created by considering the dimensions of the plane

over which there are no dependencies and the number of processors being used to

perform the parallel calculation. First, the processors are organized in a grid by

calculating pairs of integer factors of the total number of processors. The factors are

then sorted from lowest to highest by the lowest value of the two factors, and the

layout of the grid is created based on the pair of factors which are the last element

in this sorted list. For example, with 12 processors, the sorted list of pairs of factors

would be ((1,12), (2,6), (3,4)) and the factors selected to define the grid would be

(3,4) as seen in Fig. 1.4.3.

Once the grid of processors is created, the dimensions of the horizontal

plane of gridpoints are divided among this grid. This is completed by dividing the

number of gridpoints in the first dimension by the first of the factors and dividing

the number of gridpoints in the second dimension by the second of the factors. This

division is not guaranteed to divide evenly, and since partial gridpoints are not an

option, we calculate the remainder of the division process and simply add a single

gridpoint to each subdomain one at a time until the remainder is completely
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removed. This allows for each processor to receive a nearly equal amount of data

over which to complete the calculation. For instance, if we have a domain of 50x50

gridpoints as shown in Fig. 1.4.3 and the same 12 processors from the earlier

example, each subdomain would have 17, 17, and 16 gridpoints respectively along

the 3 processor dimension. Here the remainder of 2 would be split among the first 2

subdomains. The subdomains along the 4 processor dimension would have 13, 13,

12, and 12 gridpoints, respectively, with the remainder of 2 once again split among

the first 2 subdomains. Since this partitioning is calculated on a single node to

reduce any unnecessary redundancy, the start and end indicies of each of these

subdomains on the parent grid are then calculated and broadcasted to all

processors. Each processor then fetches only the data necessary for its own

subdomain, creating parallel data communication paths to the central storage for all

processes involved in the calculation.

The results show different combinations of processors and nodes being used

to execute the parallelized program. The number of processors used varies among 1,

2, 4, 8, and 16. However, since each Hrothgar compute node contains 12 processors,

the processors used can be distributed in a number of ways. The many different

combinations tested are shown in Table 1.2. For example, 4 processors can be

distributed over 1 node using 4 processors, 2 nodes using 2 processors each, or 4

nodes using 1 processor each. For our uses, these individual runs are denoted by

4 N1P4, 4 N2P2, and 4 N4P1, respectively. In Figs. 1.4.4 and 1.4.5, graphical

examples of 4 processors on a single node (4 N1P4) and 4 processors across 4 nodes

(4 N4P1) are shown. The reason for these combinations is to examine how the

performance of the program responded when given either greater processing

capabilities in close proximity or more simultaneous connections to centralized

storage.
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The results of measuring the performance of these configurations applied

to the boundary layer height calculation are shown in Fig. 1.4.6 and Table 1.3. The

results show not only that parallelization had an effect, but also that using more

processors regardless of how they were distributed among nodes resulted in better

overall performance (columns in Table 1.3) without any change in the final output

result. The serial ensemble averaged processing time was 3986 seconds which is

approximately 66 minutes. The minimum and maximum single-run processing times

used in calculating the ensemble average were 1604 seconds and 6168 seconds,

respectively. Subroutine timings reveal that 99% of this time – 3941 seconds – was

spent performing the boundary layer height calculation, while less than 1% of the

total time – 39 seconds – was due to data access and overhead time. As more

processors were added to the computation, the time to complete the task was

reduced with each addition. However, while adding more processors showed

continuous improvement with each addition, it cannot be said that distributing

processors over multiple nodes has no additional positive effect. In fact, the lowest

ensemble-averaged parallel time came from using 16 processors in a N16P1

configuration. That configuration resulted in a time of 279 seconds, 7% of the

original time achieved with a single processor or roughly 14.3 times faster. The

maximum and minimum single-run processing times for this configuration were 417

seconds and 264 seconds, respectively. Subroutine timings showed that

computational time had decreased to 231 seconds and still a majority of the overall

time (83%), but data access and overhead remained largely unchanged at 47

seconds. It can be said though that the distribution of processors across additional

nodes (rows in Table 1.3) yields less of an additional performance benefit in

comparison to the addition of processors. This is evidenced by all runs using the

same total number of processors – the number before the underscore in each run
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identifier – resulting in similar runtimes that varied much less than the runtimes of

adding additional processors.

Therefore, with the results from this application, we consider this problem

to be a computationally-limited problem since the results imply that adding more

processors to handle the computational requirements of the task increases

performance while additional nodes – and the associated additional data pathways

to the centralized storage that come with them – have a much less prominent effect.

However, since this study only looks at up to 16 processors being used, this result

may not continue for processor counts beyond 16 where greater communication

overhead may play a role in tandem with greater possible influence from system

loads. Additionally, it cannot be guaranteed that this particular task will always be

computationally-limited in the future as datasets continue to increase beyond the

sizes used here. Despite these concerns, the relative performance measures collected

support usage of parallel computing methods to more quickly and efficiently

complete this task and others like it when confronted with large datasets.
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Figure 1.4.3. Diagram of the column-based domain decomposition method used for
parallelization of the 3D potential temperature data volume required for the boundary
layer height calculation if performed on an example grid volume composed of 503
gridpoints and distributed over a grid of 12 processors (4 along Y, 3 along X). Numbers
along each dimension correspond to the number of gridpoints each processor would
receive for a particular column of data for that dimension. Note that no decomposition
is done along Z to minimize interprocess communication.
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Table 1.2: Configurations of Hardware Resources Used for Timing Evaluation

Total Total Processors
Run Name Processors Nodes per Node

1 N1P1 1 1 1
2 N1P2 2 1 2
2 N2P1 2 2 1
4 N1P4 4 1 4
4 N2P2 4 2 2
4 N4P1 4 4 1
8 N1P8 8 1 8
8 N2P4 8 2 4
8 N4P2 8 4 2
8 N8P1 8 8 1
16 N2P12+4 16 2 12+4*
16 N2P8 16 2 8
16 N4P4 16 4 4
16 N8P2 16 8 2
16 N16P1 16 16 1

*Due to 12 processor per node limitation.
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Figure 1.4.4. Illustration of a 1 node, 4 processors (N1P4) configuration to complete
a parallel job. Light colored CPUs are actively processing while darkened CPUs are
idled. Dashed lines indicate parallel data transmission streams between the node and
centralized storage initiated by each job process. The thick dark line highlights the
bottleneck of the 4 transmission streams through a single InfiniBand connection to
storage. This configuration is best used for computationally-limited tasks where the
data transfer between node and storage is not a significant limiting factor, but having
all CPUs involved in the computation on a single node improves the locality of the
computation to be completed.
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Figure 1.4.5. Illustration of a 4 node, 1 processor (N4P1) configuration to complete a
parallel job. Colors and line representations are the same as for figure 4. By utilizing
a single processor on 4 nodes, it is possible to achieve data transmission speedup as
4 physical InfiniBand transmission lines are used without competition for bandwidth
on a single line. This configuration is best used for data-transfer-limited tasks where
the data transfer between node and storage is the most significant limiting factor.
Additionally, larger partitions of the dataset used can be transmitted to each node
as the shared memory on each node is primarily utilized by a single process.
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Figure 1.4.6. Ensemble Averaged Timing Results for the calculation of mean atmo-
spheric boundary layer height. Y-axis shows average runtime normalized with respect
to the N1P1 serial run.
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Table 1.3. Timing results for MPI boundary layer height calculation showing overall
processor count (columns) consistently decreasing overall runtime versus node count
(rows).

Node Total Processors
Count 1 2 4 8 16

1 3986 2058 1103 562 400
2 1935 1029 549 348
4 1098 638 407
8 578 319
16 279
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1.4.4 Data-Transfer-Limited Case: Vertical Velocity Variance

When modeling the homogeneous convective boundary layer (CBL) with

LES, a variety of mean vertical profiles of specific variables can be used to evaluate

the performance of the model with respect to well-established reference profiles.

One of these variables is mean vertical velocity variance. Since the formulation of

vertical velocity variance is entirely composed of the turbulent motions in the

vertical direction that are most important in establishing and maintaining the

turbulent CBL, accurately depicting these motions such that they are in agreement

with reference profiles allows boundary layer scientists to consider the results of

their simulations in terms of similarity theory (Stull 1988). If a profile does not

conform to the reference profiles, it may mean errors in the configuration of the

model or be a result of modifications that are being investigated. Simulations with a

model configured as a homogeneous LES are often used to check that the model

performs as expected with respect to the reference profiles before any modifications

are made (e.g. the introduction of heterogeneity, modifications to underlying

turbulent closure methods, etc).

The calculation of mean vertical velocity variance is simple, however it

must be mentioned that for this study, the mean vertical velocity variance values

are calculated using a domain mean. Traditionally, boundary layer statistics are

defined in terms of ensemble means which require multiple simulations – an

ensemble of boundary layer turbulence realizations – over which to calculate the

mean. However, for the specific case of the homogeneous boundary layer the domain

mean is analogous to the ensemble mean since the turbulence across the domain is

statistically homogeneous by definition, adding no further power to a full ensemble

mean. Therefore, to calculate mean vertical velocity variance for a single time step

of model data, we average the variance across the entire extent of a horizontal plane
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at each vertical model level.

Using the averaging process just described, the domain mean vertical

velocity variance calculation is as follows: First, the mean vertical velocity is

calculated across the horizontal plane extending over the full domain at a particular

vertical level (similar to the planes seen in Fig. 1.4.7) resulting in a single mean

value for that vertical level. Next, the difference of each vertical velocity value at

every gridpoint on that horizontal plane is calculated with respect to the mean

vertical velocity for that plane. When applied to all horizontal planes at all vertical

levels, this results in a new three-dimensional variable that spans the entire model

volume and quantifies the perturbation from the mean. Finally, the perturbation at

each point is squared to get the variance, and the mean profile of vertical velocity

variance is calculated by performing a domain mean across the horizontal plane at

each vertical level. The end result is a domain mean vertical velocity variance

profile that varies only in the vertical direction.

The process of calculating the mean vertical velocity variance profile can

become difficult to carry out with large LES domains including many vertical levels

and many horizontal gridpoints due to the need to calculate the mean and variance

across each vertical level independently. This requires repeating the computation

numerous times over large amounts of data. However, it is this vertical independence

that we can exploit for use in generating the parallel version of this calculation.

If one considers the process just described above along with Fig. 1.4.7, it

becomes evident that there exist spatial dependencies in the horizontal but not in

the vertical (there is also no dependency in time, however this is not immediately

clear since the process is described above for a single time step in the simulation

output). The horizontal dependency appears due to the mean being performed over

the entire horizontal plane at each vertical level. There is no vertical dependency
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since the calculation of each mean value in the vertical profile does not require

knowledge of the values of any other vertical level. Therefore, if we were to compute

the domain mean vertical velocity variance profile by dividing the work to be done

equally among processes to be executed in parallel, the most natural way to divide

the work among the processes would be along the vertical dimension. If the division

were done over either horizontal dimension, the parallelized version would require

much greater communication among processes due to various horizontal sections

needing to have knowledge of neighboring sections to calculate the various domain

means at each vertical level. Using the measurement process described in previous

sections, the results of implementing this decomposition method for parallelization

are shown in Fig. 1.4.8 and Table 1.4.

The results show that parallelization not only had an effect, but that the

distribution of processors over multiple nodes had a greater effect than simply using

more processors within a single node without any differences in the final output.

The ensemble-averaged serial execution time was 79 seconds, with maximum and

minimum single-run execution times of 139 seconds and 58 seconds, respectively.

Subroutine timings showed that data access accounted for 73% of the runtime – 58

seconds – while the computation method required 19% of the runtime – 15 seconds.

As more processors are added to a single node (runs designated by N1), a significant

increase in runtime occurs. This indicates that parallelization within a node is

actually causing worse performance than the serial program. However, as those

processors are distributed among multiple nodes (runs designated by N>1), the

performance improves. The best performance is shown to be achieved by runs where

the processors used are spread among multiple nodes and only 1 or 2 processors are

used on each node (runs designated by P1 or P2, excluding the serial run). The

ensemble-averaged execution time for the best run was 5 seconds, 6% of the original
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execution time and 15.8 times faster, with maximum and minimum single-run

execution times of 10 seconds and 4 seconds, respectively. Subroutine timings

showed that both data access and computation times decreased to 2.8 seconds and

1.9 seconds, respectively, with the greatest decrease occurring with the data access

time.

In this particular example, the performance increases come from the way

the original dataset is accessed. When more processors are used, each process is

assigned a section of data to retrieve from the centralized storage system. When the

processors are all on a single node, each process is competing with the others to

obtain the data they need via the single InfiniBand connection to the centralized

storage, causing a bottleneck and delays in processing. However, when these

processors are on multiple nodes, each has reduced competition (P2 runs) or no

competition (P1 runs) for the InfiniBand connection, and the data are distributed

to each processor much more quickly. Additionally, as the subroutine timings

indicate, computational performance also increased in response to the additional

processors used to complete the mean vertical velocity variance calculation, though

as a secondary effect of distributing them across nodes.

Therefore, with the results from this application, we can say that this

problem is a data-transfer-limited problem. Only adding more processors does not

produce better performance as would be expected for a computationally limited

problem. Instead, having multiple processes with multiple concurrent data

transmission pathways offers the best performance.
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Figure 1.4.7. Diagram of the slab-based domain decomposition method used for
parallelization of the 3D domain averaged vertical velocity variance calculation if
performed on an example grid volume composed of 503 gridpoints distributed over 12
processors. Numbers along each dimension correspond to the number of gridpoints
each data slab would include along that dimension for each processor. Note that no
decomposition is done along X or Y to minimize interprocess communication.

Figure 1.4.8. Ensemble Averaged Timing Results for Vertical Velocity Variance. Y-
axis shows average runtime normalized with respect to the 1 N1P1 serial run. Running
multiple processes on single nodes showed the worst performance while distributing
the work across multiple nodes greatly improved performance.
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Table 1.4. Timing results (seconds) for MPI vertical velocity variance calculations
showing increases in node count (rows) decreasing the overall runtime versus increases
in processor count (columns).

Node Total Processors
Count 1 2 4 8 16

1 79 85 135 200 163
2 47 63 86 115
4 23 14 44
8 12 12
16 5
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1.4.5 GPU-Accelerated Case: Heights of the ABL

In section 1.4.3, using MPI methods to parallelize the calculation of zi

showed that the zi calculation was primarily a computationally-limited problem. As

the number of processors was increased, the performance showed continued

improvement. That parallelization was performed by decomposing the domain into

smaller sub-domains upon which each processor could then operate. However, what

if the full zi calculation was performed at each horizontal gridpoint simultaneously?

If using traditional clustering and MPI, this would require a single processor per

gridpoint – roughly 518,400 processing cores. This number already is too large for

the Hrothgar supercomputer, with only 7,680 processing cores, to handle. However,

in the HPCC facilities at TTU, GPU hardware is capable of carrying out this

scenario on a single GPU card.

GPUs are made up of many weak processing cores with many threads of

execution, and breaking down the problem so that a single thread handles the

processing necessary at a single gridpoint takes advantage of one of the strong points

of GPU processing. By assigning a group of threads to perform the simple vertical

gradient calculation between adjacent vertical gridpoints in a profile and then using

a single thread for each horizontal gridpoint to find the maximum gradient in that

profile, the GPU can quickly outpace the more serialized CPU execution.

To test this assertion, a program was written using the nVidia Compute

Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) libraries and PyCUDA. The CUDA libraries

offer a simple and intuitive set of functionality that opens up the GPU for

computation beyond graphics processing. PyCUDA offers the flexibility of Python

by creating an interface to the CUDA libraries.

To alter the processing strategy of the boundary layer height calculation

for the GPU, the addition of GPU block and thread counts were necessary. The
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card used contained 512 CUDA cores, with a maximum grid of 65536 x 65536 blocks

and 1024 available simultaneous threads of execution in each of those blocks.

However, for the boundary layer height calculation, not all available threads were

used. For the vertical gradient calculation, a 716 x 716 grid of blocks with 199

threads in each block or 102,018,544 simultaneous threads was created. This means

each gridpoint where the vertical gradient was to be calculated was assigned a

thread. The subsequent maximum gradient search used 1 thread for each block,

resulting in 512,656 simultaneous threads. For this GPU specific configuration, the

same 100-run ensemble averaging technique was used to measure overall execution

speed, and the results of those measurements can be seen in Table 1.5.

The results show clearly that the PyCUDA implementation greatly

improves performance over both the serial calculation and the traditional

parallelization offered by MPI by a factor of 90.6 and 6.3 times, respectively. By

utilizing the GPU for performing the exact same calculation at all gridpoints at the

same time, the time necessary to loop through individual elements is virtually

eliminated, and performance once again shows improvement. Therefore,

computationally-limited problems similar to this could also greatly benefit from

using the GPU.

However, this direct comparison of methods must be carefully considered.

First, the serial and MPI methods utilize the Infiniband communication method to

contact the central storage for the potential temperature dataset whereas the GPU

nodes transfer data via gigabit Ethernet. While this difference should favor the

serial and MPI method due to Infinibands superior bandwidth, varying system load

actually becomes an issue as the Infiniband fabric is a shared resource among the

many nodes of the Hrothgar cluster. In addition to system load impacting

Inifiniband data transfer, the GPU nodes have a distinct advantage in terms of
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computational loads. While a cluster with a large number of processors likely

executes multiple jobs at once, the GPU nodes of the Hrothgar supercomputer are

setup to allow only one computational task to run on a GPU card at a time. This

allows the task to complete with little or no interference from other jobs while the

task is completed. These types of performance tradeoffs should be considered when

GPUs are considered versus other traditional methods of parallel computing.

Table 1.5: GPU with PyCUDA versus serial and MPI-parallelized executions

Configuration Mean Runtime (secs)

Single CPU with Python 3986
16 CPUs with MPI4PY 279
GPU with PyCUDA 44
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1.5 Conclusions

Practical methods of utilizing parallel computing within the atmospheric

sciences are necessary to overcome the challenges of processing “Big Data” if

research is to continue in a timely and efficient manner. Trends in atmospheric

computer modeling continue to be towards higher resolution simulations resulting in

exponentially larger output sizes. Larger model outputs cause traditionally

serialized analysis code to be time consuming and inefficient, reducing overall

scientific productivity.

Parallel methods allow the user to utilize greater amounts of resources

beyond those available in a single compute node in modern clustered architectures

used by many of today’s high performance computing centers. Users can then

distribute the work among these larger pools of resources in a way that best satisfies

the needs of the particular analysis method being used. In this work, practical

methods to make two different classes of analysis methods with different resource

needs execute more efficiently in parallel were shown.

The first class was shown to be computationally-limited, meaning that

most of the time spent carrying out the analysis was utilizing processing resources.

By simply increasing the number of processors, the overall analysis time was

reduced. Distributing the processing cores across multiple nodes offered no

significant additional reductions in runtime, as the data transfer process was not the

most significant limiting factor.

The second class was shown to be a data-transfer-limited analysis method,

meaning that most of the time spent carrying out the analysis was used for

transferring data from the centralized storage to the nodes participating in the

computation. For this class, it was found that increasing the number of nodes and

distributing the processes across the nodes offered the best performance. This
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solution allowed multiple streams of data to transfer from the centralized storage to

each node with less resource contention as multiple physical InfiniBand connections

were utilized. Increasing the number of processors involved in the calculation

without distributing them over multiple nodes was shown to have a negative impact

on performance initially; in some cases more than doubling the time necessary.

However, once spread over multiple nodes, the addition of multiple processors to

nodes does have a non-negligible impact. Combined, these effects may be used for

further performance improvements as simply adding additional nodes may

eventually lead to diminishing returns due to intercommunication overheads.

Finally, to investigate the impacts of using GPU acceleration hardware to

perform general-purpose computations, the computationally limited case was altered

to take advantage of the massively threaded design of a GPU. By utilizing the

threads to complete operations over many gridpoints simultaneously rather than

using looping methods, runtimes were shown to be 7 times faster than for the best

performing case utilizing traditional MPI parallel processing methods.

These results show that parallel computing offers significantly better

performance for completing data analysis tasks as higher resolution model output

continues to grow in size. However, only two classes of problems have been

investigated in this study. Other analysis methods may exist that benefit from

solutions that are hybrids of these classes or utilize further computing methods not

considered for this study. Additionally, the degree to which a solution can be

parallelized is important to finding further ways to reduce analysis times. Each

algorithm used to perform calculations in this work was designed to reduce

unnecessary communication between processes by exploring the inherent

dependencies of the calculation along either horizontal or vertical dimensions. This

allowed for the creation of solutions that were nearly “embarrassingly-parallel”, a
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category of parallel problems where individual computations do not require

communications with neighboring computations for determining a result. Analysis

methods that do not fall into this particular category may not benefit as much as

those shown here. Additionally, these algorithms have only been tested using a small

number of processors thus far and not tested to the point where communication

overhead may reduce or negatively affect performance. However, despite these

caveats, there are a great many problems in atmospheric sciences that do fall into

this category, and will potentially benefit significantly from the methods described.
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CHAPTER 2

MULTI-SCALE ANALYSIS OF WRF-LES DIURNAL

ENTRAINMENT EVOLUTION

2.1 Introduction

Grid spacing (∆) in numerical models has steadily decreased over time

with increases in computational resources. In response, mesoscale models (MM)

with ∆ O(1km) have become of greater interest (e.g. Craig and Dörnbrack (2008);

Hong and Dudhia (2011); Moeng (2014)). However, further ∆ decreases are likely to

increase model resolutions to where l/∆f ≈ 1, with l the energy-containing

turbulence scale and ∆f the spatial filter applied to the modeled equations (i.e.

model effective resolution (Skamarock 2004)). In this case, the assumptions of MM

that l/∆f � 1 and distinct from l/∆f � 1 of Large Eddy Simulations (LES) no

longer hold and the model resolution is considered to be within the “terra

incognita” (Wyngaard 2004) or “grey-zone”. In the terra incognita, ∆f is fine

enough to partially resolve the largest most energy-containing turbulent eddies of

the convective boundary layer (CBL) but not the inertial subrange. As many

planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes – which include CBL effects – were not

designed for this situation, Hong and Dudhia (2011) noted this as one of many

challenges for the future of PBL parameterizations.

Recently, Shin and Hong (2015, hereafter SH15) devised a new

scale-dependent formulation of the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong

et al. 2005) for the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model that is

currently available using bl pbl physics = 11. The standard YSU scheme for vertical

heat flux (w′θ′) relies on the eddy diffusivity formulation devised by Troen and
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Mahrt (1986):

w′θ′ = −KH
∂θ

∂z
(2.1)

where KH is the eddy diffusivity of scalar variables (q, θ) and overbars indicate

ensemble averaging. The new formulation of SH15 reduces subgrid fluxes produced

by the eddy diffusivity formulation so that partially-resolved motions of the CBL

are not duplicated by resolved and subgrid fields. This adjustment is applied by a

scale dependency term which varies between 0 and 1 depending upon ∆. The

resulting formulation is of the general form:

〈w′θ′〉 = −KHP (∆)
∂〈θ〉
∂z

(2.2)

where angle brackets (〈〉) hereafter indicate a domain average and P (∆) is the scale

dependency function (see SH15 Eqs. 1 and 6).

The value of the scale dependency function at a particular ∆ is based upon

curves fit to filtered LES output following Honnert et al. (2011). Using LES output

as “truth”, model variables are filtered with a two-dimensional (2D) “top-hat” filter

to larger ∆. Resolved and subgrid portions at each new grid spacing are then

calculated based on differences between filtered grids (see section 2.2.1 for more

detail).

The scale dependency functions for 〈w′θ′〉 and vertical moisture transport

(〈w′q′〉) used in the new scale-aware PBL scheme are shown in Fig. 2.1.1. The

curves are defined based on the line of best fit for the filtered LES data. Y-axis

values of 0 and 1 indicate fully-parameterized and fully-resolved motions,

respectively. Values between 0 and 1 indicate the portion of motions considered

subgrid at a particular ∆ normalized with respect to the boundary layer height (zi).
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In Fig. 2.1.1, partially-resolved 〈w′q′〉 exist at larger scales than 〈w′θ′〉. As

Shin and Hong (2013, hereafter SH13) correctly indicates, this is due to the

interscale structure of moisture (q) previously shown in results by Jonker et al.

(1999), de Roode et al. (2004), and Kang and Davis (2009). In each of those studies,

variance spectra were plotted for variables in clear, convective boundary layers.

Spectra of momentum variables (u, v, w) and potential temperature (θ) showed

significant energetic eddies confined to scales within the boundary layer. However,

significant energetic eddies existed at scales larger than zi for passive scalars such as

q. As passive scalars are influenced by top-down and bottom-up approaches, it is

believed this interscale structure arises due to both fluxes at the surface and the

boundary layer top (de Roode et al. 2004).

Overall, SH15 showed improved representations of boundary layer

convective rolls in the terra incognita. However, the authors acknowledged that

evaluations were limited to dry boundary layers, which refers to a lack of moist

convective processes resulting in the formation of clouds (Holtslag and Duynkerke

1998). Additionally, scale dependency curves were created using quasi-steady state

homogeneous LES results over an 8 km x 8 km domain. Therefore, variations in

scale dependency due to the diurnal cycle could not be addressed. Furthermore,

with the limited extent of the horizontal domain and dry PBL, mesoscale

fluctuations in q may not be fully represented (de Roode et al. 2004). Therefore, the

goal of this work is to evaluate how scale dependencies of heat and moisture flux

can vary under these conditions and deviate from the parameterization put forth by

SH15. Additionally, for those differences that do arise, further analysis of

entrainment properties will be carried out using flux quadrature plots and 2D

multi-resolution spectrum analysis to help explain whether interscale structures may

be at work.
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Figure 2.1.1. Time-invariant grid-scale dependency functions of local (Pthl) and non-
local (Pthnl) heat flux as well as the total transport of water vapor mixing ratio (Pq)
as included in the boundary layer parameterization created for the WRF model based
on Shin and Hong (2015). The parameterization for water vapor is not partitioned
into non-local and local partitions. ∆x is the grid spacing while zi is the boundary
layer height (taken here to be ≈ 1 km).
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2.2 Experimental Setup

2.2.1 Model Setup

For scale-dependency comparisons the model setup is similar to SH13 and

SH15. Both of those studies simulated convective boundary layers over an 8 km x 8

km domain with ∆=25 m using WRF as LES. Time-invariant homogeneous forcing

was used until boundary layer parameters reached a quasi-steady state.

In this study, we use two different configurations of WRF version 3.6 as

LES. The first configuration was first is over a 36 km x 36 km domain. This domain

– larger than those used by SH13 and SH15 – was intentionally used to adequately

resolve mesoscale variability of q following de Roode et al. (2004). Horizontal ∆ was

50 m, however, despite this increase in ∆, resulting scale dependencies for 〈w′θ′〉

agree with those previously shown in SH13 and SH15 at small ∆.

The model was run from 11:00 to 18:00 local time (LT). Primary forcing

was applied through a homogeneous 〈w′θ′〉 surface pattern with a value of 240 W

m−2 at 12:00 LT. Deviations up to +/- 200 W m−2 around the mean were used to

initiate turbulence. A diurnal cycle was introduced by varying 〈w′θ′〉 along a

sinusoidal curve maximized at 12:00 LT in a similar fashion to Kang et al. (2012).

To allow for turbulence spin-up, scale dependency analysis was delayed until 12:00

LT. Additional analyses were performed at 13:00 and 14:00 LT while domain mean

forcing was largely near its peak value before rapidly declining.

To include moisture, diurnally-varying homogeneous 〈w′q′〉 was applied at

the surface with a value of 400 W m−2 at 12:00 LT. Additionally, the Kessler

water-only microphysics scheme was used due to its computational simplicity and

the lack of organized deep convection expected over homogeneous forcings.

While the above setup is adequate for scale-analysis, 50 m resolution is too

coarse to adequately represent the fine-scale turbulent structure of the entrainment
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zone. Based on previous studies on entrainment and LES grid resolutions by

Sullivan et al. (1998) and Sullivan and Patton (2011), resolutions less than 20 m

best resolve mean profiles of turbulent variables in the homogeneous convective

boundary layer. Therefore, a resolution of 12.5 m is used in the horizontal and

vertical offering a 4:1 grid relationship to the previous 50 m simulation results. To

maintain similar dataset sizes, the domain of this finer-scale simulation is scaled

down by the same factor resulting in a 9 km x 9km domain with the same number

of gridpoints in each of the horizontal directions. All other configuration details are

held the same, however the time integration period was shortened to 4 hours from

11:00 to 15:00 LT to reduce computation time.

2.2.2 Filtering

Both the 12.5 m and 50 m LES output were filtered to create multiple

datasets with various ∆ as was done in SH13 and SH15 based on Honnert et al.

(2011). The filter method uses a grid of non-overlapping 2D top-hat filters which

locally-average square regions of neighboring grid points. As filter width increases,

this creates multiple realizations of the same model results on coarser grids.

For each application of the filter, the low-pass filtered field approximates

the resolved portion of model output at a specific ∆. For a generic variable, Φ, the

low-pass filtered variable is denoted as ΦL. The filtering operation is then:

ΦL = [Φ]− 〈Φ〉 (2.3)

where square brackets ([ ]) indicate the local filtered result. To recover the subgrid

portion of this low pass filtering, the local filtered data is subtracted from the
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original variable as shown by:

ΦH = Φ− [Φ] (2.4)

resulting in the high-pass filtered portion, ΦH .

For the 50 m data, only nine filter sizes were used in this study. Each filter

was n x n grid points with n = 2, 3, 4, 10, 20, 30, 48, 72, and 90. These filter sizes

correspond to ∆ = 100, 150, 200, 500, 1000, 1500, 2400, 3600, and 4500 meters,

respectively.

Fig. 2.2.1 visualizes this filtering process. The low-pass filtered result

(Fig. 2.2.1a) decreases as coarser filters are applied and small scale motions of a

variable become subgrid. Small scales are then recovered as the high-pass filtered

result using (2.4). Then, as Fig. 2.2.1b shows, when filter size increases, the

high-pass result increases. Eventually, the filter scale becomes large enough that all

scales are subgrid. The high-pass filtered result then contains all motions and the

scale dependency curve reaches a value of 1.

The process by which Honnert et al. (2011), SH13, and SH15 apply the

filters differs slightly from the one used here. Those studies filter the original

dataset at the start and each subsequent filter is applied to the previously filtered

result. In this study, each filter is applied to the original dataset. This method was

chosen to reduce potential filtering noise in the result. Additionally, filtered results

of previous studies were written to grids using a single grid point for each average

value, decreasing the sample size for turbulence statistics. This study chose to

simply reassign the value of all grid points that participated in a local average to

the average value, maintaining the total number of grid points.

Despite these variations in method, there were no noticeable differences in
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the scale-dependency results. Fig. 2.2.2, showing the low-pass filtered results of θ,

w, and q, appears similar to Fig. 4 of Honnert et al. (2011). This similarity is likely

due to the use of homogeneous simulation output. Heterogeneously-forced

simulation output would likely be more sensitive to both the filtering process and

filter positioning on the grid. However, work beyond the scope of this study would

be necessary to show these effects.
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Figure 2.2.1. Plots of the results of applying the (a) low pass filter and (b) high pass
filter over the entire LES domain vertical velocity field on the eta level nearest 500 m
and calculating the resulting domain-averaged variances. The low-pass filtered results
represent the remaining resolved features while the high-pass filtered result represents
the subgrid features. With a 50 m x 50 m grid averaging filter size (∆), the low pass
filtered field is exactly the same as the original data and the high pass filtered field
is zero. As the filter size increases (e.g. 100 m x 100 m, 150 m x 150 m, etc.), the
variance of the low pass filtered result decreases while the variance of the high pass
filtered field increases. Note how once the filter size nears and exceeds 1.5 ∆/zi, all
boundary layer vertical velocity variance is explained by the high-pass filtered result.
This means all vertical velocity variance must now be explained completely by subgrid
processes when the model grid resolution is this coarse.
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Figure 2.2.2. Plots of resolved (low-pass filtered) potential temperature (first row),
vertical velocity (second row), and mixing ratio (third row) in response to filtering at
successively coarser scales (columns) in a manner similar to figure 4 of Honnert et al.
(2011). As filter size increases, spatial variations across all variables decrease. Note
however how the variation of water vapor mixing ratio remains more pronounced
after a 4.5 km filter is applied versus potential temperature and vertical velocity,
hinting at embedded mesoscale structures despite homogeneous forcing. A similar
result appears in figure 4 of Honnert et al. (2011).
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2.3 Scale Analysis Results

Figures depicting the scale dependency of multiple variables are shown in

Figs. 2.3.1 and 5. In each figure, the x-axis shows ∆/zi to counter the effect of

diurnal zi evolution. The y-axis shows low and high pass variances normalized

against variances from the original 50 m LES output such that total variance equals

1. The variance calculation is performed on the vertical grid level nearest to 500 m

to capture properties of the well-mixed layer.

2.3.1 Heat Flux

In SH15, the primary focus is on 〈w′θ′〉. Fig. 2.3.1 shows the scale

dependencies of 〈w′θ′〉 (Fig. 2.3.1a) and the variances of θ (Fig. 2.3.1b) and w

(Fig. 2.3.1c). Low-pass and high-pass filtered results are shown together for

comparisons at each filter scale at each time. Moving from left to right across the

figure increases ∆, decreases the resolved portion, and increases the subgrid portion.

Fig. 2.3.1a shows that the impact of the diurnal cycle on the scale

dependency of 〈w′θ′〉 is largely negligible. Each curve shows little change over time,

and changes that do occur are within the error of the curves generated by SH15.

Figs. 2.3.1b and 2.3.1c show both potential temperature variance (〈θ′〉) and vertical

velocity variance (〈w′〉) confined to scales less than 1.5 ∆/zi in line with de Roode

et al. (2004). In addition, 〈θ′〉 and 〈w′〉 exhibit little change due to the diurnal

cycle. Further investigation of the “break-even” points – the point at which the

resolved and subgrid curves at a single time intersect and each explain half of all

variations – in Fig. 2.3.1a shows that each is located at a scale of approximately an

average of the break-even points of the individual variances.

In summary, the scale dependencies of 〈w′θ′〉, 〈θ′〉, and 〈w′〉 are largely

unaffected by the inclusion of a diurnal cycle. All variations are limited to boundary
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layer scale or smaller, with diurnal changes accounted for with normalization by zi.

Therefore, the attempt by SH15 to parameterize 〈w′θ′〉 in this manner appears

valid.

Figure 2.3.1. Normalized scale dependency curves of (a) heat flux, (b) potential
temperature, and (c) vertical velocity variance showing the high-pass subgrid portion
(denoted by subscript H), low-pass resolved portion (denoted by subscript L), and the
normed summation of each. Each curve shows the dependency under the influence
of a diurnal cycle on the eta level nearest the height of approximately 500 m. All
significant variations are included in the subfilter component for all scaled greater
than approximately 1.5 zi and little appreciable variation exists due to the diurnal
cycle as indicated by the small spread between the curves at various times. This
result is in line with the heat flux findings of Shin and Hong (2015). Additionally,
the scale dependency of heat flux roughly follows a curve that averages the effects
of both vertical velocity and potential temperature variance due to the covariance
formulation of heat flux. Dashed lines at 0.0 and 1.0 are provided for reference.
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2.3.2 Moisture Flux

The scale dependence of vertical moisture flux (〈w′q′〉) considerably differs

from that of 〈w′θ′〉. Fig. 2.3.2 showcases the effect of the diurnal cycle on both

〈w′q′〉 (Fig. 2.3.2a) and water vapor mixing ratio variance (〈q′〉) (Fig. 2.3.2b).

For 〈q′〉, subgrid variations well beyond zi decrease and resolved variations

increase as time progresses from 12:00 to 14:00 LT. In addition, the scale

dependencies within the scales of the boundary layer show considerable deviation

over time. These results agree with results by Jonker et al. (1999), de Roode et al.

(2004), and Kang and Davis (2009) that show mesoscale variations in spectra of 〈q′〉

despite homogeneous conditions. Therefore, including the scale dependency of 〈q′〉

in boundary layer parameterizations across the terra incognita could prove more

difficult than for less-transient variables.

Interestingly, Fig 2.3.2a shows how 〈w′q′〉 does not exhibit the same level

of diurnal dependence as 〈q′〉 as indicated by the reduced spread between curves at

all analysis times. Further, 〈q′〉 shows a large portion of resolved variations near 2.2

∆/zi at 14:00 LT while 〈w′q′〉 is nearly all subgrid at that scale. The rationale for

this difference is simple. 〈w′q′〉 is the covariance of both q and w, and the

characteristics of each variance are effectively averaged together. Since 〈w′〉 shows

no significant variations beyond 1.5 ∆/zi, its inclusion in the covariance counters

large-scale variations present in 〈q′〉. However, as the evolution of the break-even

points shows, overall scale dependency shifts towards larger scales. Moving these

points towards larger scales indicates increases in larger scale variations, which, in

the case of 〈w′q′〉, are only supplied by q.

Therefore, it appears the scale dependency of 〈w′q′〉 implemented in the

SH15 parameterization scheme may require revision. With the current

time-invariant scale dependency curve for 〈w′q′〉, simulations in the terra incognita
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could overestimate subgrid 〈w′q′〉 at large scales (compare subgrid moisture of

Figs. 2.1.1 and 2.3.2a). This extra moisture flux creates a potential for the

overproduction of clouds and precipitation.

In summary, scale dependencies of 〈w′q′〉 and 〈q′〉 are substantially affected

by the inclusion of a diurnal cycle. Significant variance was shown to exist at scales

multiple times larger than zi in accordance with previous studies. 〈q′〉 both within

and beyond boundary layer scales responds to the diurnal cycle. However, since 〈w′〉

is limited only to scales within the boundary layer, 〈w′q′〉 scale dependency does not

extend as far into the mesoscale as 〈q′〉 and shows a lesser degree of diurnal

dependence. Regardless, the potential exists for overestimation of subgrid 〈w′q′〉,

possibly leading to impacts on moist convective processes.
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Figure 2.3.2. Normalized scale dependency curves of (a) vertical moisture flux and (b)
water vapor mixing ratio variance in response to a diurnal cycle. As simulation time
increases, the maximum scale of variations increases to beyond twice the height of the
boundary layer. In addition, significant diurnal variation exists over the grey-zone
resolutions, indicated by the increased spacing between the curves.
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2.4 Entrainment Processes

To further understand the physical processes responsible for the changes in

scale dependency analyses performed, attention is turned to the entrainment zone.

As previous mentioned, de Roode et al. (2004) noted that the interscale structure of

moisture fluxes was in response to both fluxes from the surface and the entrainment

zone. As our model runs are controlled by a prescribed homogeneous surface flux

pattern that both contains no pre-defined mesoscale forcing pattern and diminishes

in magnitude following the diurnal cycle, our attention turns towards the

entrainment zone where fluxes are not directly controlled and evolve only due to the

turbulence generated by the convective boundary layer (CBL).

The entrainment zone (sometimes referred to as the “interfacial layer”) is

defined as the region at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer where turbulent

convective plumes extend into the free atmosphere and, due to the stability of

overlying free atmosphere, are forced to cease their ascent and mix with the

surrounding free atmosphere environment air (Stull 1988; Sullivan and Patton

2011). As the free atmosphere mean potential temperature vertical profile increases

with height and the mixed layer of the CBL has a profile that is nearly constant

with height and cooler, a significant capping inversion exists across the entrainment

zone. The strength of this capping inversion has been shown by Sullivan and Patton

(2011) to have a pronounced impact on the character of the entrainment. With a

weaker inversion, the entrainment process was shown to include more penetrative

thermals that, upon becoming negatively bouyant with respect to the surrounding

free atmosphere environment, sink back down and engulf large volumes of

surrounding free atmosphere air into the CBL. The mixing that occurs due to this

process is at the root of how the CBL grows over time with continuous input of

energy by surface fluxes. When a stronger capping inversion is present, the
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entrainment process was shown to include more of a “scouring” effect in which

buoyant plumes were unable to penetrate into the free atmosphere and instead,

spread horizontally to induce shears which folded free atmosphere down into the

CBL along the edges of the plume.

The hypothesis posed here is that as the diurnal cycle continues into the

afternoon, the reduced input of energy by the diminishing surface fluxes increases

the stability of the overlying entrainment zone. Based on the work just discussed by

Sullivan and Patton (2011), this increase in stability results in an afternoon

transition from a less stable entrainment zone dominated by penetrative plumes and

engulfment of free atmosphere air to one with a greater stability and dominated by

more of the scouring effect. This change results in the injection of drier free

atmosphere air through subsident motions that work to increase the variance of

water vapor mixing ratio over time corresponding to the interscale structure put

forth by de Roode et al. (2004).

2.4.1 Identification of the Entrainment Zone

As the goal of this work is to specifically focus on the entrainment zone, we

utilize the 12.5 m grid spacing WRF-LES results described earlier due to the

expectation that the higher resolution resolves the greatest range of turbulent scales

in the entrainment zone. Per Stull (1988), the entrainment zone is commonly

considered to be located between the heights of 0.8zi and 1.2zi, where zi refers to

the convective boundary layer height. However, to identify those portions of the

dataset that are within those limits, we must first locate zi.

As Sullivan et al. (1998) discuss, there are multiple methods used to

identify zi, with one of those – the maximum gradient method – previously used as

an example in the parallel analysis portion of this dissertation. However, as our
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target of interest is the scales of fluxes across the entrainment zone, the minimum

heat flux method provides an adequate representation of the zi for our purposes.

This method looks at the mean vertical heat flux profile and assigns the minimum

value in that profile with zi as the combination of downward perturbations in

vertical motion and positive potential temperature perturbations of free atmosphere

air entering the CBL result in a negative mean kinematic heat flux.

By calculating the domain-averaged vertical heat flux profile minimum at

each timestep, we can see the evolution of the growing CBL over time as shown in

Fig. 2.4.1. As turbulence statistics are often performed in an ensemble average

approach, we can better approximate this by performing a 30 minute average of the

zi heights resulting in the green line shown on Fig. 2.4.1. With that time-averaged

domain-averaged value of zi, we then calculate the top and bottom of the

entrainment zone using the 0.8zi and 1.2zi previously mentioned. The range of the

entrainment zone over time is then plotted with the green fill on Fig. 2.4.1.
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Figure 2.4.1. Evolution of the CBL height (zi) over time using the minimum mean
vertical heat flux method. Blue dots indicate the instantaneous measure of zi at each
timestep while the thick green line indicates the 30-minute averaged value of zi. The
range of the entrainment zone between 0.8zi and 1.2zi is indicated by the shaded
region.
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2.4.2 Quadrant Analysis

The fluxes within the entrainment zone can be both positive and negative

depending upon the combination of perturbations within a flux. For instance, heat

flux is the covariance of vertical velocity and potential temperature perturbations

(w′θ′). These perturbations can each carry either a positive sign – for upward

vertical motions (w′+) or the introduction of warmer air into a cooler environment

(θ′+) – or a negative sign – for downward vertical motions (w′−) and the introduction

of cooler air into a warmer environment (θ′−). When these perturbations are

combined into a flux, the results are two combinations that produce a positive flux

(w′+θ
′
+ and w′−θ

′
−)and two combinations that result in a negative flux (w′−θ

′
+ and

w′+θ
′
−).

Quadrant analysis looks at each of these perturbations and assigns them to

a pair of orthogonal axes. Each combination is then plotted in one of the 4

quadrants created by these axes depending upon the value and sign of the

perturbations that make up each of the resulting fluxes. As this process is described

in Stull (1988), quadrants I and III are the upper right and lower left quadrants,

respectively, and each result in a positive flux value. Quadrants II and IV are the

lower right and upper left quadrants, respectively, and each result in a negative flux

value. Plots of quadrant analyses using the 12m WRF-LES output are shown in

Figs. 2.4.2 through 2.4.9. Sullivan et al. (1998) used quadrant analysis in their

study of entrainment of the homogeneous CBL over time-invariant surface forcing,

and so this study extends that work with the inclusion of both diurnal forcing and

analysis of moisture fluxes.
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2.4.2.1 Heat Flux

Scale dependency analysis of heat fluxes indicated little to no diurnal

dependence for either potential temperature variance or vertical velocity variance

within the mixed layer. Following de Roode et al. (2004), this would indicate that

there are no interscale structures influencing these variables. However, as Fig. 2.3.1

shows, there are slight changes over time in scale dependency curves of these

variances at scales near zi. Therefore, through quadrant analysis of the co-located

perturbations of vertical velocity and potential temperature, only small changes are

expected as the diurnal cycle progresses.

On first look at the plot of the entrainment quadrant analysis of heat flux

at 12:00 in Fig. 2.4.2, we see a few important features. The most prominent of these

features is the large lobe extending away from the main centralized lobe centered

around the origin. This secondary lobe indicates the main entrainment process of

penetrative plumes associated with both the strongest vertical velocity

perturbations as well as much of the larger negative temperature perturbations as

cooler air from the mixed layer is brought upward through the capping inversion.

This lobe has a weaker reflection into quadrant III which is associated with mixed

layer air being pulled downward at locations where the penetrative thermals retreat

downward due to the stability of the capping inversion. Additional features are the

distribution of vertical velocity perturbations seen in the histogram on the right side

of the figure. This distribution is largely shaped like a normal distribution with a

mean at zero and a long tail extending into larger positive vertical velocities within

the buoyant convective plumes.

Looking next at the quadrant analysis for 14:00 LT in Fig. 2.4.3, we see

the same overall shape preserved from the 12:00 analysis, but with a smaller range

of potential temperature perturbation values. This change is in accordance with a
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decrease in convective plume activity due to the reduction in surface heat flux at

the surface following the diurnal cycle. An important, but small change as time has

progressed into the afternoon is the shape of the vertical velocity perturbation

histogram which now has a more pronounced peak near zero indicating an increase

in weaker motions.

Moving forward in time to 1430 LT in Fig. 2.4.4, the overall shape of the

quadrant analysis plot still remains the same, but again more condensed as surface

forcing continues to decrease. Two important changes have occurred though. First

is that the main maximum of the quadrant analysis plot has shifted towards small

values of positive potential temperature perturbations indicating greater amounts of

warmer free atmosphere air is being pulled across the entrainment zone. Further

supporting that assertion is a change in the vertical velocity perturbation

distribution with a new pronounced peak at slightly negative values also

corresponding to downward motions. This could be the subsident motions that were

hypothesized to occur with the afternoon stabilization of the entrainment zone and

evidence of the scouring entrainment process beginning to take shape. However, this

is the first diagram at which this becomes clearly evident so a continuation in time

should further increase these tendencies if this is the case.

Looking finally at 1500 LT in Fig. 2.4.5 which is the final timestep of the

12.5 m resolution simulation, the two features discussed in regards to possible

subsidence have increased in magnitude a bit more. The vertical velocity

perturbation distribution now no longer retains a smoothly normal-distribution-like

shape instead replaced by a sharply defined peak of weakly negative perturbations.

As for the shift in the quadrant analysis maxima, a splitting has occurred and a new

secondary maximum has detached from the main maxima in quadrant II. This new

maximum of weakly negative vertical velocities and positive potential temperature
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perturbations near 0.6 K suggests that the subsident motions entraining

free-atmosphere air downward into the entrainment zone by the scouring process

appear to be growing in number and magnitude. However, the overall distribution

of entrainment motions largely is still represented near the origin of the quadrant

plot and the penetrative convective plume lobe still is clearly evident. Therefore

though this is encouraging as far as supporting the proposed hypothesis, the weak

nature of this signal appears to largely agree with the assertions made earlier with

regards to the scale dependency plots of vertical velocity variance, potential

temperature variance, and heat flux indicating little to no diurnal dependence.
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Figure 2.4.2. Quadrant analysis of heat flux in the entrainment layer at 12:00 LT.
The large central figure shows the distribution of perturbations as they occur in
the model output, with potential temperature perturbations along the x-axis and
vertical velocity perturbations along the y. In addition, histograms of perturbations
are provided for potential temperature (top) and vertical velocity (right).
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Figure 2.4.3: Same as Fig. 2.4.2 but at 14:00 LT.
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Figure 2.4.4: Same as Fig. 2.4.2 but at 14:30 LT.
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Figure 2.4.5: Same as Fig. 2.4.2 but at 15:00 LT.
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2.4.2.2 Moisture Flux

While heat flux scale dependency showed little to no impact by the diurnal

cycle, moisture flux scale dependencies differed considerably as time progressed.

With that in mind, quadrant analysis plots may indicate a much stronger signal

with respect to possible subsident motions in tandem with the scouring process

hypothesized and weakly hinted at by the quadrant analysis of heat flux.

Just as with the heat flux, we begin with the quadrant analysis plot of

moisture flux component perturbations at 12:00 LT (Fig. 2.4.6) when diurnal forcing

is at peak magnitude and not yet begun to decline. This plot indicates an almost

mirror image of the heat flux quadrant plots across the y-axis. Here, the central

lobe gives way to a secondary lobe on the right side of the figure that corresponds to

positive vertical velocity perturbations and positive moisture perturbations. This

lobe is the moisture flux equivalent to the heat flux’s buoyant convective plume and

penetrative thermal signal as moist CBL air is lofted across the entrainment zone

and into the free atmosphere by the strongest upward vertical motions. Additionally,

this lobe also has a weaker downward component as well likely characteristic of the

subsequent downward progression of those penetrative thermals upon becoming

negatively buoyant when surrounded by the warmer free atmosphere air.

Moving into the early afternoon at 14:00 LT in Fig. 2.4.7, we see the same

overall shape preserved from the 12:00 analysis but with a smaller range of

perturbation values as expected from our previous discussion of the heat flux results.

This change is once again in accordance with a decrease in convective plume activity

due to the reduction in surface heat flux at the surface following the diurnal cycle.

Pushing forward 30 minutes to 14:30 LT and Fig. 2.4.8, the picture

becomes a bit more dynamic. In addition to the main maximum near the origin and

the penetrative thermal maximum on the right side of the figure, a new tertiary
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maximum has formed on the far left on the quadrant diagram. This well-defined

maximum is centered on negative moisture perturbations of a larger magnitude than

that of the penetrative thermals. In addition, since the core of this maximum is also

centered towards more negative vertical velocity perturbations, this suggests that a

sudden increase in downward penetrative motions through the entrainment zone of

dry free atmosphere air are occurring in line with the hypothesized subsident

motions and scouring process associated with a more stable capping inversion. This

signal shows up much more clearly versus that of the heat flux, but to further assess

the robustness of this lobe’s existence, we need to continue to a later time to see if

an increase in this lobe occurs.

At 15:00 LT shown in Fig. 2.4.9, the tertiary lobe corresponding to dry air

entrainment downwards from the free atmosphere continues to increase in

magnitude. The moisture perturbation values in the local maximum of this lobe

shift from -3 g/kg at 1430 LT to a drier -3.5 g/kg. This also results in a more

pronounced secondary maximum in the moisture perturbation distribution indicated

by the histogram at the top of the figure. Additionally, this lobe moves further

downward on the vertical velocity perturbation axis corresponding to the

distribution maximum shift to more negative, downward perturbations seen in the

histogram on the right. With this increase in strength and magnitude, it appears

that the hypothesized subsident motions and entrainment scouring are clearly

evident at this point. This clear signal corresponds well to the diurnally-dependent

behavior indicated for moisture flux by the scale-analysis plots. Additionally, with

the degree and magnitude much more pronounced than that of the heat flux

quadrant analysis, it seems this additional lobe may be an indicator for the

interscale structure of passive scalars such as moisture as noted by de Roode et al.

(2004).
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However, despite the evidence that there is a pronounced growth in dry air

entrainment through the scouring process, the interscale structure is not yet

confirmed as the analysis thus far has only looked at magnitude of entrainment

perturbation motions. The question of whether this is a large scale structure helping

to increase the scale of moisture variance is still unanswered. To do so requires

examining the distribution of variance across scales in a more detailed manner than

the scale-dependency plots used previously. Therefore, to answer this question, the

next section will analyze the entrainment motions using a two-dimensional

multi-resolution spectral analysis.
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Figure 2.4.6. Quadrant analysis of moisture flux in the entrainment layer at 12:00
LT. The large central figure shows the distribution of perturbations as they occur in
the model output, with moisture perturbations along the x-axis and vertical velocity
perturbations along the y. In addition, histograms of perturbations are provided for
moisture (top) and vertical velocity (right).
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Figure 2.4.7: Same as Fig. 2.4.6 but at 14:00 LT.
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Figure 2.4.8: Same as Fig. 2.4.6 but at 14:30 LT.
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Figure 2.4.9: Same as Fig. 2.4.6 but at 15:00 LT.
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2.4.3 2D Multi-Resolution Spectral Analysis

For the creation of the scale dependency plots presented earlier, a filtering

technique was described that filtered the original high-resolution model output to

successively coarser and coarser grid spacings by averaging over multiple grid cells.

The goal at that time was to be able to get model-based results across terra

incognita resolutions without the fundamentally flawed idea of directly modeling in

those resolutions. However, as the filtered data are created, the filtering leads to the

ability to quantify the loss of variance due to filtering between scales of successively

filtered datasets. Since each coarsely filtered result creates a grid that is an integer

multiple of the original high-resolution 12.5 m grid spacing data (e.g. 2, 4, 8 grid

cells averaged corresponding to 25m, 50m, 100m grid spacings, respectively), each

filtered dataset corresponds to the original dataset with motions on scales smaller

than its coarser grid resolution removed.

By taking two subsequent filtered datasets and taking the difference of

their domain mean variances, the amount of variance lost between these two filter

scales is quantified. By doing this same process between each of the filtered

datasets, a spectrum of variance is created with bins bounded by the two filter

scales used in the differencing.

This process, as described essentially follows the idea behind a

Multi-Resolution (MR) spectrum. An MR spectrum is similar to a Fourier spectrum

in that bins of variance are created based on the scales of basis pattern. However,

for Fourier spectrums, the basis function is always a wave created from sine and

cosine functions. MR spectrums can be based on a variety of different basis

functions that may better represent the variations of the dataset on which the

spectrum is being created. For WRF data, which is based on the Arakawa C-grid,

the resulting output is a grid of square cells for each 2D plane at a particular
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vertical level. This pattern is more closely related to a two-dimensional “tophat”

basis function, which, by filtering an integer number of gridpoints in a 2x2, 4x4, or

larger manner, we are employing a 2D tophat filter.

To help better understand the filtering process and check that the

spectrums operate as expected, a series of test planes with a pre-defined simplistic

checkerboard variation pattern were created, filtered, and plotted on a spectrum.

Two of these patterns – a 60x60 and a 120x120 gridbox pattern – are shown with

their respective MR spectrums in Figs. 2.4.10 and 2.4.11. These figures show that

the 2D MR spectrum process works with peaks in variance located at the

pre-defined scales. From these tests, we determine that the MR spectrum can be

used with our filtered model data.

Since our main question to answer with this analysis is whether the

afternoon downward motions scouring in drier free atmosphere air into the CBL

through the entrainment zone can be linked to a large scale subsidence pattern, we

focus on vertical velocities on all of the vertical model levels that are a part of the

entrainment zone. Additionally, since we want to construct a timeseries of how these

spectrums change over time, instead of plotting single spectrums as in Figs. 2.4.10

and 2.4.11, we will present the data in a spectrogram that will be colorized to show

the peaks of spectral energy at their corresponding scales versus time.

To complete this task, computational aspects of Chapter 1 of this

dissertation were used. Filtering and then computing a single MR spectrum over a

2D plane is computationally trivial. However, when this is performed over multiple

levels at multiple times, computational time rapidly increases as the workload

increases. Additionally, since fine-scale data are being used, large transfers of data

were necessary. Therefore, using MPI4PY, the analysis was parallelized and run

over 72 processors reducing runtime from approximately 60 hours in serial to just
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over 1 hour in parallel. The final parallelized code to complete this task is shown in

the appendix as code sample 5.

The resulting spectrogram is shown in Fig. 2.4.12. In this image, each

timestep is normalized by its instantaneous spectral peak to allow for simplified

comparisons between timesteps. Additionally, as turbulence statistics are often

presented in terms of the mean characteristics rather than instantaneous values,

each timestep is the mean of the MR spectrums for all levels in the entrainment

zone at that time.

The spectrogram indicates that over time, smaller scale motions (those

between 12.5 m and 600 m) decrease in prevalence as the diurnal cycle progresses

and the surface forcing weakens. However, larger scale motions between 1500 m and

1800 m increase in prevalence, especially during for the period from 14:00 LT to

14:45 LT corresponding to the appearance of the additional lobes on the heat flux

and moisture flux quadrant analyses. It would appear then that larger scale motions

within the entrainment layer are indeed becoming more dominant than the small

scale motions during the afternoon. As subsident motions tend to be much larger in

scale than convective plumes, it would seem that this figure also helps to make the

case that larger scale subsidence may in fact be occurring and the interscale motions

indicated by de Roode et al. (2004) are working to increase the variability of the

moisture variance field through the entrainment of drier free atmosphere into the

CBL.
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Figure 2.4.10. Sample 2D checkboard test pattern with a 60 x 60 grid perturbation
(top) and the resulting multi-resolution spectrum of this test pattern (bottom), veri-
fying the peak variance occurs at the prescribed scale and the spectrum code works
as expected.
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Figure 2.4.11. Sample 2D checkboard test pattern with a 120 x 120 grid perturbation
(top) and the resulting multi-resolution spectrum of this test pattern (bottom) ,
verifying the peak variance occurs at the prescribed scale and the spectrum code
works as expected.
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Figure 2.4.12. Two-dimensional multi-resolution spectrogram of vertical velocity for
the layers included in the entrainment zone as indicated by Fig. 2.4.1. Darker blacks
indicate a larger amount of variance attributed to the range of scales indicated on
the y-axis at the specified time. Each time has been normalized by its spectral peak
to simplify comparisons between times.
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2.5 Conclusions

Mesoscale models (MM) continue towards grid spacing (∆) < 1 km.

However, at these ∆, the most energetic thermals of the CBL can become partially

resolved. For PBL parameterizations designed under the assumption that all CBL

turbulence is subgrid, this can have the undesired effect of partially resolved

features being duplicated on resolved and subgrid scales.

Shin and Hong (2015) recently released a new PBL parameterization

currently included in the WRF model that is based on the YSU PBL scheme. This

scheme was designed to handle partially-resolved motions using scale-dependency

functions to reduce subgrid turbulence characteristics based on ∆. However, as the

scale-dependency analysis shows, the current implementation of this

parameterization includes some deficiencies with respect to the interscale structure

of water vapor.

The current implementation of SH15 is not fully aware of the magnitude of

partially-resolved mesoscale variations of water vapor and their tendency to increase

over time. This issue likely arises due to the limited domain and steady state

conditions chosen for the LES used to generate datasets on which to base the scale

dependency functions. By underestimating 〈w′q′〉 mesoscale characteristics, the

current formulation includes the potential for artificially inflated subgrid moisture

and the over-prediction of moist convective events. Therefore, those using the

current implementation of SH15 to run MM with ∆ < 1 km and the intention of

studying moist convective events should be aware of these issues.

However, this deficiency appears limited to transient variables such as

moisture. Heat flux and vertical velocity variance showed little impact due to

diurnal changes and no mesoscale component arose in the scale dependencies of

either variable.
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To further investigate the processes that contribute to these changes in

moisture, additional analysis was performed and centered on the entrainment zone

to examine the “top-down” entrainment fluxes that are not controlled unlike the

“bottom-up” fluxes which have been prescribed. This analysis was performed in two

main parts: 1.) Quadrant analysis of heat and moisture flux constituent

perturbations within the entrainment zone and 2.) spectrogram analysis of

entrainment zone vertical velocity based on 2D multi-resolution spectrums for those

levels located within the entrainment zone.

Quadrant analysis revealed that as time progressed into the afternoon

period with waning surface forcing, vertical velocity perturbations showed a shift

from a nearly normal distribution with a mean centered around 0 m s−1

perturbations and a long positive tail to a distribution with a much steeper peak at

weakly downward (negative) vertical velocities. This trend was evident in both the

heat flux and moisture flux quadrant analyses.

The heat flux analyses also showed an increase in positive potential

temperature perturbations as well, with a secondary maximum forming an

separating from the main lobe maximum indicating more scouring motions. This

evolution appears to explain the weak diurnal dependence of heat flux on the

diurnal cycle indicated in the scale dependency graphs.

The moisture flux quadrant analyses showed a much greater diurnal cycle

response also in line with the scale dependency graphics. Like the heat flux

quadrants, a new maximum lobe forms in the later time periods of the simulation.

This maximum corresponds to much drier perturbations (-3.0 – -3.5 g kg−1) than

indicated by the earlier quadrant analysis during the peak surface fluxes at 12:00

LT. These negative perturbations also co-locate in a lobe with a preference for the

negative vertical velocity perturbation maximum. Therefore, the large diurnal
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dependence of moisture fluxes seen in the scale dependency graphs seems best

explained by the influx of much drier air into the CBL at these later times.

Despite all of these indications that entrainment of drier, warmer air is

increasing during the afternoon, whether this can be contributed to large scale

subsidence is left unanswered. Therefore, 2-dimension multi-resolution spectral

analysis is used to try to gain information about the scales of vertical motions

involved. By running the analysis on vertical planes of model output within the

entrainment zone at each time, a spectrogram was constructed to show the change

of scale with time. Most telling was a decrease in smaller scale motions less than 600

m while an increase in larger scale motions occurred. The increase in larger scale

motions corresponded to the same time period at which new lobes appeared and

grew in magnitude for the quadrant analyses. As subsidence occurs over much larger

scales than convective plumes, this appears to indicate that the shift towards weak

negative vertical velocity perturbations in the quadrant analysis may be related to

the formation of large scale subsidence and the scouring entrainment process.

There are some limitations to this work that prevent a firm verification of

the hypothesis posed that motivated these analyses. The first is that this fine scale

12.5 m resolution dataset only extends up to 15:00 LT while the coarser 50 m

dataset extends out to 18:00 LT. Extending the 12.5 m simulation to a longer period

would have allowed more time for the model to iterate over the period of transition

to subsident motions, if that is indeed what is happening. However, as the 12.5 m

dataset required approximately 2 weeks to continuously run, further large

investments of parallel computational time would be needed to do so.

Additionally, this work stops short of explaining the root cause of the

suspected large scale subsidence. Based only on speculation, this subsidence may be

occurring as a response to reduced upward forcing resulting from a decrease in
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buoyant plumes. This reduction then allows the more stable air of the overlying free

atmosphere to descend into the more neutrally buoyant CBL. This speculation

cannot be proved at this point though, and would require further analysis to prove.

Finally, since this study is purely idealized with no observations of the

processes investigated with which to verify it against, there is the chance that model

error or some other process not yet explored is created false subsidence that may

not occur in the real atmosphere. As is the case for any idealized simulation, certain

compromises are made in favor of simplified results. Therefore, these departures

from reality would require further work as well.
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CHAPTER 3

APPENDIX

This appendix contains multiple code samples (CS) used in the generation

of the results of the research presented in this dissertation. Each example shows

either Python code parallelized with MPI4PY or CUDA C code which can be

executed on a NVidia GPU either standalone or called from a Python script using

PyCUDA.

CS1: MPI tools.py

Python toolkit for dynamic workload assignment across MPI ranks

CS2: MPI MeanVertVelVarProfile.py

MPI4PY parallelized mean vertical velocity variance calculation)

CS3: MPI ziTYX.py

MPI4PY parallelized zi calculation following Sullivan et al. (1998)

CS4: cuda ziTYX.c

CUDA C code for completing zi calculation following Sullivan et al. (1998)

on GPU and writing result to NetCDF file)

CS5: MPI runmrspec.py

MPI4PY parallelized box-filtering and multi-resolution spectrum

calculation code
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CODE SAMPLE 1:
MPI tools.py Python toolkit for dynamic workload assignment across MPI ranks.

from mpi4py import MPI

import numpy as np

import sys

import warnings

comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD

rank = comm.Get_rank()

size = comm.Get_size()

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Handy debugging tool which overrides buffered output such that

# each rank immediately prints requested information to stdout.

#

def iprint(astring):

stringtemplate = "Process %d of %d : %s\n"

sys.stdout.write(stringtemplate % (rank,size,astring))

sys.stdout.flush()

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Simply routine to calculate all pairs of factors of a number

#

def calcfactors(n):

pairs = [[i,n/i] for i in range(1, int(n**0.5)+1) if n%1 == 0]

factors = []

for f in pairs:

if f[0]*f[1] == n: factors.append(f)

return factors

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Creates a virtually-arranged grid of processors over which the

# domain data will be evenly divided. Includes necessary checks to

# ensure smooth operations.

#

def gridProcessors(numProcs,dim1,dim2,ignorePrimes=False):
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if dim1==1:

ps1=1

ps2=numProcs

elif dim2==1:

ps1=numProcs

ps2=1

else:

factors = calcfactors(numProcs)

ps1,ps2 = factors[-1]

# check for prime number of processors....

if len(factors)<2 and numProcs>2 and ignorePrimes==False:

errtext = "Number of processes is a prime number. " \

"Distribution of data will be limited to a " \

"single choice and either fail or perform " \

"inefficiently. Consider running with a " \

"non-prime number or silencing this error " \

"with \"ignorePrimes=True\" in the " \

"gridProcessors() function call."

raise RuntimeError(errtext)

# check if default selected factors will work for data sizes

# specified.

if ps1>dim1 or ps2>dim2:

factlen = len(factors)

iter = 1

while (ps1>dim1 or ps2>dim2) and iter<factlen:

ps1,ps2 = factors[factlen-1-iter]

iter += 1

# if none of the factors proves successful for

# decomposition, then raise error as data size is too

# small or the number of processors is too big.

if ps1>dim1 or ps2>dim2:

errtext = "User is attempting to decompose data " \

"with dimensions " \

"("+str(dim1)+","+str(dim2)+") " \

"among many processors " \

"("+str(numProcs)+"). There is too " \
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"little data per processor to " \

"distribute data effectively. Either " \

"decrease the number of processors, or "\

"increase the dimensions of the data."

raise RuntimeError(errtext)

return ps1,ps2

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Determines the indicies that correspond to each cell in the grid

# of ranks created above.

#

def gridIndicies(pDim1,pDim2,dim1idxs,dim2idxs):

dim1list = []

dim2list = []

for i in range(0,pDim1):

for j in range(0,pDim2):

dim1list.append(dim1idxs[i].tolist())

dim2list.append(dim2idxs[j].tolist())

return dim1list,dim2list

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Determines the number of points per rank that will be included

# for the specified dimension

#

def pointsPerGridbox(dimLength, dimProcs):

pointNums = np.ones((dimProcs,),dtype=np.uint16)

pts,rem = divmod(dimLength,dimProcs)

pointNums *= pts

if rem != 0:

for i,num in enumerate(pointNums):

if rem > 0:

pointNums[i] = num+1

rem -= 1

else:
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continue

return pointNums

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Determines indicies that each rank will be responsible for

# calculating (Indexing based on conventional Python slicing)

#

def gridboxIndicies(dimLength, dimProcs):

pointsPerBox = pointsPerGridbox(dimLength, dimProcs)

idxs = np.zeros([dimProcs,2],dtype=np.int)

for i,ppb in enumerate(pointsPerBox):

idxs[i][1] = idxs[i][0] + ppb

if i<dimProcs-1: idxs[i+1][0] = idxs[i][1]

return idxs
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CODE SAMPLE 2:
MPI4PY Parallelized Mean Vertical Velocity Variance Calculation

from mpi4py import MPI

import numpy as np

import netCDF4 as nc

import WRF_profiles as wprof

import MPI_tools as mpit

# Input data configuration

time = ’11:00’

basepath = ’/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/L09KM/’

expn = ’DX012AR1’

wrffil = ’wrfout_d01_2014-07-01_’+time+’:00’

wrfout = basepath+expn+’/’+wrffil

# Output data configuration

outpath = ’/lustre/work/tsliwins/parallel/TimingTests/’

outdir = ’MeanVVVarProf’

outfile = outpath+outdir+’/MeanProfile_VerticalVelocityVariance_’+

time+’.nc’

TKEfile = outpath+outdir+’/MeanProfile_TKE_’+time+’.nc’

# Time Variables: ’sT’ = start time index

# ’eT’ = end time index

sT,eT = 0,5

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Should not need to change anything below this line!

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Initiate MPI variables

comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD

size = comm.Get_size()

rank = comm.Get_rank()

# Data indexes for ranks to process

idxsT = []

idxsZ = []

# Serialize index calculation

if rank==0:
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data = nc.Dataset(wrfout,’r’)

nX = len(data.dimensions[’west_east’])

nY = len(data.dimensions[’south_north’])

nZ = len(data.dimensions[’bottom_top_stag’])

nT = len(data.dimensions[’Time’])

data.close()

if (eT-sT)<nT: nT = eT-sT

#dynamic idx assignment

pT,pZ = mpit.gridProcessors(size,nT,nZ)

T_idxs = mpit.gridboxIndicies(nT,pT)

Z_idxs = mpit.gridboxIndicies(nZ,pZ)

idxsT,idxsZ = mpit.gridIndicies(pT,pZ,T_idxs,Z_idxs)

# Broadcast indicies to all ranks

idxsT = comm.bcast(idxsT, root=0)

idxsZ = comm.bcast(idxsZ, root=0)

sT,eT = idxsT[rank]

sZ,eZ = idxsZ[rank]

if eZ == np.max(idxsZ):

eZh = eZ-1

else:

eZh = eZ

#mpit.iprint("Got indicies...")

# Get data chunk to operate on using indicies

data = nc.Dataset(wrfout,’r’)

W = np.array(data.variables[’W’][sT:eT,sZ:eZ,:,:],

dtype=np.float64)

data.close()

#mpit.iprint("Got data...")

# Calculate results

wVarProf = np.zeros_like(W[:,:,0,0],dtype=np.float64)

wVarProf = wprof.MeanVarianceProfile(W)

#mpit.iprint("Got results...")
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# Gather Mean Vertical Velocity Variance output and write to

# netCDF file (rank 0 coordinates writing)

if rank==0:

dataout = nc.Dataset(outfile, ’w’, format=’NETCDF4’)

timeDim = dataout.createDimension(’time’, nT)

zDim = dataout.createDimension(’z’, nZ)

wvarprof= dataout.createVariable(

’MeanProfile_VerticalVelocityVariance’,

’f8’,(’time’,’z’))

wvarprof[idxsT[0][0]:idxsT[0][1],idxsZ[0][0]:idxsZ[0][1]] =

wVarProf[:,:]

for readRank in range(1,size):

rrnT = idxsT[readRank][1]-idxsT[readRank][0]

rrnZ = idxsZ[readRank][1]-idxsZ[readRank][0]

VVVprofbufr = np.empty((rrnT,rrnZ),dtype=np.float64)

comm.Recv(VVVprofbufr[:,:],source=readRank,

tag=(readRank*100))

wvarprof[idxsT[readRank][0]:idxsT[readRank][1],

idxsZ[readRank][0]:idxsZ[readRank][1]] =

VVVprofbufr[:,:]

dataout.close()

# All ranks other than zero send result to be written

else:

#mpit.iprint("Sending results...")

comm.Send(wVarProf,dest=0,tag=rank*100)
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CODE SAMPLE 3:
MPI4PY parallelized zi calculation following Sullivan et al. (1998)

from mpi4py import MPI

import numpy as np

import netCDF4 as nc

#import sys

#sys.path.append("../shared/")

import BoundaryLayerHeight as blh

import MPI_tools as mpit

# Input data configuration

time = ’11:00’

basepath = ’/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/’

expn = ’DX012AR1_ORIG’

wrffil = ’wrfout_d01_2014-07-01_’+time+’:00’

wrfout = basepath+expn+’/’+wrffil

zhbasepath = basepath+expn+’/DerivedVari/’

zhexpn = ’ZfZh’

zhfilename = ’zh_’+time+’.nc’

zhpath = zhbasepath+zhexpn+’/’+zhfilename

# Output data configuration

outpath = ’/lustre/work/tsliwins/parallel/’

outdir = ’zi’

outfile = outpath+outdir+’/ziTYX_’+time+’.nc’

# Time Variables: ’sT’ = start time index

# ’eT’ = end time index

sT,eT = 0,8

# Calculation Specific Parameters:

# ’bk’ = lowest z index to limit maximum gradient search

# ’tk’ = highest z index to limit maximum gradient search

bk,tk = 100,200

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

#Should not need to change anything below this line!

#-------------------------------------------------------------------

# Initialize MPI communications
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comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD

size = comm.Get_size()

rank = comm.Get_rank()

idxsX = []

idxsY = []

# Serialized generation of indicies for data chunks

if rank==0:

data = nc.Dataset(wrfout,’r’)

nX = len(data.dimensions[’west_east’])

nY = len(data.dimensions[’south_north’])

nZ = len(data.dimensions[’bottom_top_stag’])

nT = len(data.dimensions[’Time’])

data.close()

if (eT-sT)<nT: nT = eT-sT

#dynamic idx assignment

pX,pY = mpit.gridProcessors(size,nX,nY)

X_idxs = mpit.gridboxIndicies(nX,pX)

Y_idxs = mpit.gridboxIndicies(nY,pY)

idxsX,idxsY = mpit.gridIndicies(pX,pY,X_idxs,Y_idxs)

# Broadcast indicies of chunks for each rank

idxsX = comm.bcast(idxsX, root=0)

idxsY = comm.bcast(idxsY, root=0)

sX,eX = idxsX[rank]

sY,eY = idxsY[rank]

mpit.iprint("Got indicies...")

#Gather input data based on indicies provided

data = nc.Dataset(wrfout,’r’)

T = np.array(data.variables[’T’][sT:eT,:,sY:eY,sX:eX],

dtype=np.float64)

data.close()

data = nc.Dataset(zhpath,’r’)

zh = np.array(data.variables[’z’][sT:eT,:],dtype=np.float64)

data.close()
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mpit.iprint("Got data...")

T = T + 300.0

ziTYX = np.zeros_like(T[:,0,:,:],dtype=np.float64)

ziTYX = blh.SullivanZiTYX(zh,T,bk,tk)

mpit.iprint("Got results...")

# Gather zi output and write to netCDF file

# Rank 0 coordinates retrieval and writing of output

if rank==0:

dataout = nc.Dataset(outfile, ’w’, format=’NETCDF4’)

timeDim = dataout.createDimension(’time’, nT)

yDim = dataout.createDimension(’y’, nY)

xDim = dataout.createDimension(’x’, nX)

ziTYXvar = dataout.createVariable(’ziTYX’,’f8’,(’time’,’y’,’x’))

ziTYXvar[:,idxsY[0][0]:idxsY[0][1],idxsX[0][0]:idxsX[0][1]] =

ziTYX[:,:,:]

for readRank in range(1,size):

rrnY = idxsY[readRank][1]-idxsY[readRank][0]

rrnX = idxsX[readRank][1]-idxsX[readRank][0]

ziTYXbufr = np.empty((nT,rrnY,rrnX),dtype=np.float64)

comm.Recv(ziTYXbufr[:,:,:],source=readRank,

tag=(readRank*100))

ziTYXvar[:,idxsY[readRank][0]:idxsY[readRank][1],

idxsX[readRank][0]:idxsX[readRank][1]] =

ziTYXbufr[:,:,:]

dataout.close()

# All ranks other than 0 simply send result

else:

mpit.iprint("Sending results...")

comm.Send(ziTYX,dest=0,tag=rank*100)
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CODE SAMPLE 4:
CUDA C code for completing zi calculation following Sullivan et al. (1998) on GPU
and writing result to NetCDF file

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <assert.h>

#include <netcdf.h>

#include <cuda.h>

#include <cuda_runtime.h>

#include <time.h>

/* Logging */

#define DEBUG 0

/* Path and filenames of input NetCDF files */

#define TK_FILE_NAME "/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/L09KM/DX012AR1/"\

"wrfout_d01_2014-07-01_14:00:00"

#define ZH_FILE_NAME "/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/DX012AR1/"\

"DerivedVari/ZfZh/"zh_14:00.nc"

/* Path and filename of output NetCDF file */

#define ZI_FILE_NAME "/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/"\

"ziTYXgpu_17:30.nc"

/* Prototypes */

void checkErrorNC(int err);

void checkErrorCUDA(cudaError_t err);

void Log(int logIt);

/* GPU Constant Memory */

__constant__ int Z;

__constant__ int Y;

__constant__ int X;

/* GPU Kernel */
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__global__ void thGradientZi( float *tempK, double *zh,

double *zigrd, int *zi ) {

int tid = blockIdx.y*X*Z+blockIdx.x*Z+threadIdx.x;

int i, maxidx;

int z_indexl, z_indexu;

int lower_index = 27;

int upper_index = 140;

double baseT = 300.0;

if (tid < X*Y*Z)

{

/* First, if the thread is between the lower and

upper vertical indexes that we want to search for

Zi in, then set a thread to calculate the gradient

(K/m) between it’s location and the location

above it. */

if ((threadIdx.x > lower_index) &&

(threadIdx.x < upper_index))

{

z_indexu = ((threadIdx.x+1)*X*Y)

+(blockIdx.y*X)

+blockIdx.x;

z_indexl = (threadIdx.x*X*Y)

+(blockIdx.y*X)

+blockIdx.x;

zigrd[z_indexl] = ((tempK[z_indexu]+baseT)

-(tempK[z_indexl]+baseT))

/(zh[threadIdx.x+1]-

zh[threadIdx.x]);

}

/* Wait for all threads to finish */

__syncthreads();

/* Now, we need the maximum gradient for each block

which corresponds to a single X,Y location. We

set one thread (0) to find the maximum gradient,
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and zi is set to the vertical index where that

maximum is at. This kernel will return that array

of indexes to the main function to be translated

into heights, and output as netCDF. */

if (threadIdx.x == 0)

{

maxidx = lower_index+1;

for (i = lower_index+2; i < upper_index; i++)

{

z_indexl = (maxidx*X*Y)

+(blockIdx.y*X)

+blockIdx.x;

z_indexu = (i*X*Y)

+(blockIdx.y*X)

+blockIdx.x;

if (zigrd[z_indexu] >

zigrd[z_indexl])

maxidx = i;

}

zi[blockIdx.y*X+blockIdx.x] = maxidx;

}

/* Wait for all threads to finish before the kernel

ends */

__syncthreads();

}

}

/* Main Function */

int main() {

int i, timeidx;

int ncid_tk, ncid_zh, ncid_zi;

int temp_varid, zh_varid, zi_varid;

int time_dimid, bt_dimid, sn_dimid, we_dimid;

size_t times, bt_gpts, sn_gpts, we_gpts;
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int ibt_gpts, isn_gpts, iwe_gpts;

int out_dimids[] = {0,0,0};

size_t tempK_start[] = {0,0,0,0};

size_t tempK_count[] = {1,1,1,1};

size_t zh_start[] = {0,0};

size_t zh_count[] = {1,1};

size_t zi_start[] = {0,0,0};

size_t zi_count[] = {1,1,1};

/* GPU Parameters */

dim3 numBlocks;

dim3 numThreads;

/* 1D temp and height arrays */

float *tempK;

double *zh;

double *zi;

int *ziIdxs;

/* 1D device arrays */

float *d_tempK;

double *d_zh;

double *d_zigrd;

int *d_zi;

Log(DEBUG);

/* Open the NetCDF files */

checkErrorNC(nc_open(TK_FILE_NAME, NC_NOWRITE, &ncid_tk));

checkErrorNC(nc_open(ZH_FILE_NAME, NC_NOWRITE, &ncid_zh));

/* Get the zh variable id */

/* double z(Time, bottom_top) */

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_varid(ncid_zh, "z", &zh_varid));

/* Get temperature variable id */

/* float T(Time, bottom_top, south_north, west_east) */

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_varid(ncid_tk, "T", &temp_varid));

/* Get the time, Z, Y, and X dimension ids */

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_unlimdim(ncid_tk, &time_dimid));
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checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimid(ncid_tk, "bottom_top",

&bt_dimid));

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimid(ncid_tk, "south_north",

&sn_dimid));

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimid(ncid_tk, "west_east",

&we_dimid));

/* Get the time, Z, Y, and X dimension lengths */

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimlen(ncid_tk, time_dimid, &times));

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimlen(ncid_tk, bt_dimid, &bt_gpts));

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimlen(ncid_tk, sn_dimid, &sn_gpts));

checkErrorNC(nc_inq_dimlen(ncid_tk, we_dimid, &we_gpts));

/* Allocate the 1D array of temperatures */

tempK = (float *)malloc(bt_gpts*sn_gpts*we_gpts*

sizeof(float));

/* Allocate the 1D array of zh */

zh = (double *)malloc(bt_gpts*sizeof(double));

/* Allocate the ziIdxs and zi array */

ziIdxs = (int *)malloc(sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(int));

zi = (double *)malloc(sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(double));

/* Configure input configuration for tempK array */

tempK_count[1] = bt_gpts;

tempK_count[2] = sn_gpts;

tempK_count[3] = we_gpts;

/* Set the number of values to read along the Z-dimension

to be all values */

zh_count[1] = (size_t) bt_gpts;

/* Create output NetCDF file for calculated Zi values */

checkErrorNC(nc_create(ZI_FILE_NAME, NC_CLOBBER, &ncid_zi));

checkErrorNC(nc_def_dim(ncid_zi, "south_north", sn_gpts,

&sn_dimid ));

checkErrorNC(nc_def_dim(ncid_zi, "west_east", we_gpts,

&we_dimid ));

checkErrorNC(nc_def_dim(ncid_zi, "time", NC_UNLIMITED,

&time_dimid ));

out_dimids[0] = time_dimid;
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out_dimids[1] = sn_dimid;

out_dimids[2] = we_dimid;

checkErrorNC(nc_def_var(ncid_zi, "zi", NC_DOUBLE, 3,

out_dimids, &zi_varid));

checkErrorNC(nc_enddef(ncid_zi));

zi_count[0] = 1;

zi_count[1] = sn_gpts;

zi_count[2] = we_gpts;

zi_start[0] = 0;

zi_start[1] = 0;

zi_start[2] = 0;

/* Loop through each time available */

for (timeidx = 0; timeidx < times; timeidx++)

{

Log(DEBUG);

/* Control which timestep of data is read */

tempK_start[0] = timeidx;

zh_start[0] = timeidx;

/* Populate the temperature array */

checkErrorNC(nc_get_vara_float(ncid_tk, temp_varid,

tempK_start, tempK_count, tempK));

/* Populate the zh array */

checkErrorNC(nc_get_vara_double(ncid_zh, zh_varid,

zh_start, zh_count, zh ));

/***************************

*** BEGIN GPU INTERFACE ***

***************************/

/* GPU Kernel Configuration */

numBlocks.x = we_gpts;

numBlocks.y = sn_gpts;

numThreads.x = bt_gpts;

numThreads.y = 1;
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/* Allocate GPU memory */

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMalloc((void**)&d_tempK,

bt_gpts*sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(float)));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMalloc((void**)&d_zh,

bt_gpts*sizeof(double)));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMalloc((void**)&d_zigrd,

bt_gpts*sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(double)));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMalloc((void**)&d_zi,

sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(int)));

/* Populate GPU Arrays and Variables*/

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpy(d_tempK, tempK,

bt_gpts*sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(float),

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpy(d_zh, zh,

bt_gpts*sizeof(float),

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice));

/* Populate GPU Constant Memory */

ibt_gpts = (int) bt_gpts;

isn_gpts = (int) sn_gpts;

iwe_gpts = (int) we_gpts;

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpyToSymbol(Z, &ibt_gpts,

sizeof(int)));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpyToSymbol(Y, &isn_gpts,

sizeof(int)));

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpyToSymbol(X, &iwe_gpts,

sizeof(int)));

/* printf("Kernel Time!\n"); */

/* GPU Kernel Invocation */

thGradientZi<<<numBlocks,numThreads>>>( d_tempK,

d_zh, d_zigrd, d_zi );

/* Check for kernel runtime errors */

checkErrorCUDA(cudaGetLastError());
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/* Get GPU Result */

checkErrorCUDA(cudaMemcpy(ziIdxs, d_zi,

sn_gpts*we_gpts*sizeof(int),

cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost));

/* Clean up device memory */

cudaFree(d_tempK);

cudaFree(d_zigrd);

cudaFree(d_zh);

cudaFree(d_zi);

d_tempK = NULL;

d_zigrd = NULL;

d_zh = NULL;

d_zi = NULL;

/*************************

*** END GPU INTERFACE ***

*************************/

/* Check result */

/*

for (i=256328; i<256428; i++)

{

printf("ziIdxs[%d] = %d\n",i,ziIdxs[i]);

printf("zh[%d] = %f\n",ziIdxs[i],

zh[ziIdxs[i]]);

}

*/

/* Convert the ziIdxs to heights */

for (i=0; i<(sn_gpts*we_gpts); i++)

zi[i] = zh[ziIdxs[i]];

/* Control which timestep of data is written */

zi_start[0] = timeidx;

/* Write Zi data to output NetCDF file */

checkErrorNC(nc_put_vara_double(ncid_zi, zi_varid,

zi_start, zi_count, zi));

}
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/* Close the netCDF files */

checkErrorNC(nc_close(ncid_tk));

checkErrorNC(nc_close(ncid_zh));

checkErrorNC(nc_close(ncid_zi));

/* Deallocate the 1D array of zh */

free(zh);

zh = NULL;

/* Deallocate the 1D array of Temperatures */

free(tempK);

tempK = NULL;

/* Deallocate the ziIdxs array */

free(ziIdxs);

ziIdxs = NULL;

/* Deallocate the zi array */

free(zi);

zi = NULL;

Log(DEBUG);

/* printf("\n Main Success! \n"); */

return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* NetCDF Error Check Function */

void checkErrorNC(int err)

{

if (err != NC_NOERR)

{

printf("NETCDF Error: %s\n", nc_strerror(err));

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/
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/* CUDA Error Check Function */

void checkErrorCUDA(cudaError_t err)

{

if (err != cudaSuccess)

{

printf("CUDA Error: %s\n", cudaGetErrorString(err));

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Logging */

void Log(int logIt)

{

char buff[20];

struct tm *sTm;

if (logIt == 1)

{

time_t now = time (0);

sTm = gmtime (&now);

strftime (buff, sizeof(buff), "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S",

sTm);

printf ("%s %s\n", buff, "Checkpoint");

}

}
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CODE SAMPLE 5:
MPI4PY parallelized box-filtering and multi-resolution spectrum calculation code

# Script to run the mrspec over the times and levels needed

# utilizing parallel resources

from mpi4py import MPI

from MPI_tools import *

import numpy as np

import netCDF4 as nc

from BoxFilter import BoxFilter

from multi_res_spec import mrspec

import wrfobj

import sys

comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD

rank = comm.Get_rank()

size = comm.Get_size()

def boxfiltering(data,filedir,filters,varnames,timeIndexes,

startoffset,zlevs):

nodeTimes = range(timeIndexes[rank][0],timeIndexes[rank][1])

for tidx in nodeTimes:

iprint("BF: tidx "+str(tidx)+"/"+str(len(nodeTimes)))

for i,zlev in enumerate(zlevs[tidx-

startoffset].compressed()):

iprint("BF: zlev "+str(i)+"/"+str(len(zlevs[tidx-

startoffset].compressed())))

BoxFilter(data,filters,varnames[0],tidx,zlev,

fileOut=True,outDir=filedir)

def mrspecing(filedir,filters,varnames,timeIndexes,

startoffset,zlevs):

nodeTimes = range(timeIndexes[rank][0],timeIndexes[rank][1])

for tidx in nodeTimes:

iprint("MRSPEC: "+str(tidx)+"/"+str(len(nodeTimes)))

for i,zlev in enumerate(zlevs[tidx-
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startoffset].compressed()):

iprint("MRSPEC: zlev "+str(i)+"/"+str(len(zlevs[tidx-

startoffset].compressed())))

filename = "{}/filtered_{}_f{}_t"+str(tidx)+"_z"+

str(zlev)+".nc"

binVar = mrspec(filedir,filename,filters,varnames[0])

mrspec_outDir = "./mr_spectrum_datasets/"

outfilename = "{}/mrspec_{}_t{}_z{}.nc".format(

mrspec_outDir, varnames[0],str(tidx),str(zlev))

mrspecData = nc.Dataset(outfilename,’w’,format=’NETCDF4’)

fDim = mrspecData.createDimension(’filters’,len(filters))

fVar = mrspecData.createVariable(’filterSize’,’f8’,

(’filters’,))

bVar = mrspecData.createVariable(’binVariance’,’f8’,

(’filters’,))

filters = np.array(filters)

fVar[:] = filters[:]

bVar[:] = binVar[:]

mrspecData.close()

filepath = ’/lustre/scratch/tsliwins/L09KM/DX012AR1/’

data = wrfobj.WRFdataset(filepath)

filters = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,12,15,16,18,20,24,30,36,40,

45,48,60,72,80,90,120,144,180,240,360],

dtype=np.int32)

varnames = [’W’]

startoffset = 45

endoffset = 15

tidxes = np.arange(startoffset,data.times-endoffset)
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ezidxs = nc.Dataset(’../EZ_levels/

DX012AR1_hfxzi_30min_entrainment_idxs.nc’,’r’)

zlevs = np.ma.array(ezidxs.variables[’entidxs’][:,:],dtype=np.int64)

ezidxs.close()

filedir = "./filtered_datasets/"

timeIndexes = gridboxIndicies(len(tidxes),size)

for ii,tii in enumerate(timeIndexes):

for jj,tij in enumerate(tii):

timeIndexes[ii,jj] = tij+startoffset

boxfiltering(data,filedir,filters,varnames,timeIndexes,startoffset,

zlevs)

mrspecing(filedir,filters,varnames,timeIndexes,startoffset,zlevs)
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